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SUMMARY 

This thesis aims to contribute to the research question: How can understanding the past three 

Industrial Revolutions help industry prepare for the 4th Industrial Revolution, maximizing its upside 

and minimizing its downside? 

This question was addressed through a systematic analysis of the past industrial revolutions, from 

which a framework was emerged and was developed: the framework for industrial revolutions 

(FIR). This presents technology, energy and institutions as key factors and integrates them. FIR 

was applied to past industrial revolutions. The findings were used to address the 4th IR and were 

also tested against a specific complex problem: the stagnation of economic growth in Western 

economies after the 1970s. 

FIR has identified the introduction of energy sources, and their qualities, such as energy density 

and enabled second law efficiency, as important factors to explain the Pre-Industrial Era and the 

first two IRs. On the other hand, in the 3rd IR there is no introduction of a new energy source, or 

of any new process that changed substantially energy efficiency. Also, apparently, in the 3rd IR, 

the technology introduced had not such a visible effect, but this can be partially explained by 

failures in some of the innovation mechanisms, such as firms’ investment in research. 

Additionally, some inaccuracies of GDP’s methodology might have contributed to this invisibility. 

FIR application to the 4th IR allowed the ex-ante identification of potential General Purpose 

Technologies and Development blocks: The Intelligent & Materials development block and the 

Advanced Human development block. 
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industrial, tecnologias de aplicação geral, blocos de desenvolvimento. 

SUMÁRIO 

Esta tese tem por objetivo contribuir para a questão: Poderá a compreensão das três anteriores 

revoluções industriais contribuir para preparar a 4ª revolução industrial, de modo a maximizar as 

oportunidades e minimizar as ameaças? 

Esta questão é abordada através de uma análise sistemática das revoluções industriais 

passadas, para as quais foi desenvolvida uma ferramenta de análise: Ferramenta para 

Revoluções Industriais (FIR - framework for industrial revolutions). Esta apresenta de forma 

integrada os fatores chave: tecnologia, energia e instituições. A FIR foi aplicada às revoluções 

industriais passadas. Os resultados foram depois aplicados à 4ª revolução industrial. FIR foi 

também testada face a um problema específico complexo: a estagnação do crescimento 

económico nas economias ocidentais após os anos 70. 

FIR identificou a introdução de novas fontes de energia e das suas qualidades, tais como a 

densidade energética e a eficiência de segunda lei, como fatores importantes para explicar a Era 

Pré-Industrial e as duas primeiras revoluções industriais. Por outro lado, na 3ª revolução 

industrial não ocorre a introdução de nova forma de energia ou de um processo que altere 

substancialmente a eficiência energética. Aparentemente, a tecnologia introduzida na 3ª 

revolução industrial não tem efeitos visíveis. Isto pode ser parcialmente explicado por falhas nos 

mecanismos de inovação tais como diminuição do investimento em investigação das empresas. 

Algumas imprecisões no cálculo do Produto interno bruto também poderão contribuir para a não 

visibilidade da 3ª revolução industrial em termos de crescimento económico. 

A aplicação da FIR à quarta revolução permite a identificação ex-ante das tecnologias de 

aplicação geral e de blocos de desenvolvimento: o bloco Intelligent & Materials, e o bloco 

Advanced Human. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The world is currently undergoing through one of the most disruptive transformations ever: The 

4th Industrial Revolution, based on the introduction of Artificial Intelligence, Advanced Analytics 

and extensive Automation and Robotics. There is a need for tools to better understand this 

structural change. The world has already undergone other Industrial revolutions. The current work 

is based on idea that the past might provide help and guidelines and help to better understand 

what we are undergoing through. The current changes are deeply transformational and the tools 

needed to address them span over different fields of expertise: technology, economy, history, 

among others. This is completely misaligned with current educational systems which train 

students vectorially, i.e., in a path of increasing specialization. This thesis also aims to contribute 

to build bridges among different fields of expertise generating transversal knowledge. In line with 

that goal, the objective of this work is to contribute to the research question: 

How can understanding the past three Industrial Revolutions help industry 

prepare for the 4th Industrial Revolution, maximizing its upside and 

minimizing its downside? 

This question is addressed through a systematic analysis of the past industrial revolutions, for 

which a framework was developed: The Framework of Industrial Revolutions, FIR. This was 

developed based on historical/technical observation, and it differentiates itself from other 

approaches by being built by data observation, and by being both concise and encompassing of 

the key factors that contribute to the understanding of some of the complex interactions between 

technology, energy and institutions, in the past and in the future. 

Industrial Revolutions are disruptive events, spread in time, that change society in a most 

profound manner. It is believed that the term “Industrial Revolution” was first used by Arnold 

Toynbee (Bezason, 1922), and after that by many philosophers and thinkers, such as Karl Marx 

and John Stuart Mill (Bezason, 1922), just to name a few. According to Robert Allen “Industrial 

Revolution refers to the far-reaching transformation of British society that occurred between the 

mid-18th and mid-19th centuries.” (Allen, 2017, pg. 2). From a technological perspective, the 

1st Industrial Revolution is considered “...the set of events that placed technology in the position 

of the main engine of economic change.” (Mokyr, 2009, pg. 5). 

In what regards Industrial Revolutions, three have already occurred: 

⋅ 1st Industrial Revolution –  the events related with development and introduction in
   industry of the stationary steam machine; 

⋅ 2nd Industrial Revolution -  the development/introduction of electricity and the
   internal combustion engine; 

⋅ 3rd Industrial Revolution -  the development/introduction of information  
   technologies and automation. 
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Several authors (Prada, 1966, pg. 207), (Lipsey, 2005, pg.254), (Kander, 2013, pg.15), (Gordon, 

2016, pg.319), (IST, 2017, pg.23), (Schwab, 2016, pg.6), among others, have adopted the 

designation above-mentioned. 

The analysis starts in the past three industrial revolutions acknowledging their contribution to 

explain processes and to give insights about future events. Also, the past allows us to develop 

specific problem-solving tools, and to test their robustness. Examples are the Harvard case 

method, the stress tests, the scenario methodology, all widely used in business schools, in 

corporate strategy and in risk management. 

There has been much scientific investigation searching for causes and or explanations regarding 

growth, development or other related phenomena. Cypher (2014) and Court (2018) give 

exhaustive perspective on many of these studies. FIR goes beyond Kander (2013), 

Gordon (2016) and North (1990) and it differentiates itself by integrating energy (Kander, 2013), 

technology (Gordon, 2016) and institutions (North, 1990). These findings are then used to address 

the 4th IR. 

The second stage focuses on the 4th Industrial Revolution (4th IR) and comprises: 

⋅ Characterization of the 4th IR: present and evolution prospects 
⋅ Application of the Framework for Industrial Revolutions (FIR) 
⋅ Answer to the research question. “How can understanding the past three Industrial 

Revolutions help industry prepare for the 4th Industrial Revolution, maximizing its 
upside and minimizing its downside?” 

 

The 4th IR provides a test for FIR application in prospective. Also, the 4th IR is happening now, it 

is an important societal shaper that must be understood and anticipated. It is surrounded by great 

uncertainties so, all contributions to reduce its incertitude are most welcome. Although the 4th IR 

is fundamentally an IT revolution, it is much related with mechanical design, manufacture, 

operational processes and control, all topics fundamental to mechanical engineering. The 

application of FIR to the 4th IR has allowed the exploration of threats and opportunities, and of 

mitigation strategies, such as societal responses, institutional responses, regulation, business 

models, human resource skills that should be developed, among others. 

Additionally, FIR has been applied to a specific problem to test if FIR could contribute regarding 

complex problems: The problem addressed was the current stagnation of growth. 

The work gives more focus to industry due to its economic and strategic importance. In Portugal, 

in 2016 Industry contributed 18.3% to Gross Domestic Product (GDP)1 in nominal terms (INE, 

2018), but a much higher value in real terms (Henriques et al, 2010). Additionally, since this is a 

Master Thesis in Mechanical Engineering, Industry is the natural sector to analyze. 

                                                      

1 This figure includes also energy, water and sanitation industries. 
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1.1 THESIS STRUCTURE 

The first part of this thesis, Part 1, is dedicated to the three past PIR and the three Industrial 

Revolutions that have already occurred. These were analyzed from a technological, energetic, 

work and institutional perspective. 

The second part of the thesis, Part 2, is dedicated to the 4th IR in Industry. It begins with a 

characterization of the 4th IR: present and evolution prospects, after which FIR is applied to the 

4th IR, and finally the research question. “How can understanding the past three Industrial 

Revolutions help industry prepare for the 4th Industrial Revolution, maximizing its upside and 

minimizing its downside?”, is answered. 

Additionally, there is a third part that applies FIR to a specific complex problem: the post 1970 

stagnation of economic growth. 

2. METHODOLOGY 

Joel Mokyr’s serendipity and trial and error (Mokyr, 2009, pg. 9) was the fundamental inspiration 

underlying this work. To understand the changes associated with the past industrial revolutions I 

performed an exhaustive analysis of the historical, technological, economic and social events 

associated with them. From them, I collected an extensive list of relevant facts which were 

classified, depurated, categorized, and from which slowly emerging the three main topics of 

analysis: 

1. Technology– General Purpose Technologies, Human capital; 
2. Energy – Energy Input, Prime Movers, Efficiencies, Energy Services; 
3. Institutions – Externalities, Firms, Business Models, Economic Models and 

Development Blocks and State role. 

Figure 1 – FIR 
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These topics were the ones that have emerged from the historic and technical analysis and were 

selected due to their relevance as industry descriptors: Technology is the mechanism by which 

society transforms raw materials into useful output (products and services) by using Energy. 

Additionally, Institutions is the enabling factor that supports or undermines these processes. 

Although being obtained independently from economic theory, FIR presents and interesting 

integration and expansion of different economic theories such as the neoclassical and the 

institutional ones. 

FIR is the materialization of the economic historian Joel Mokyr’s theory (2009, pg.12): “The 

economic game is played at two levels: the level of a game against Nature (technology), and a 

game of interacting with other people (institutions)”. In FIR I propose to consider Technology and 

Energy as the key components of the “…game against nature…”, and Institutions as the key 

component of the “…game of interacting with other people…”. 

FIR has provided both general and specific insights, demonstrating its utility and versatility. 

2.1 FIR TECHNOLOGY 

FIR begins to address Technology which is composed by the “…physical component which 

comprises of items such as products, tooling, equipment, blueprints, techniques, and processes” 

and the “informational component which consists of know-how in management, marketing, 

production, quality control, reliability, skilled labor and functional areas” (Wahab, 2012, pg.2). 

So, Technology topic includes both the physical (material) and the informational (immaterial) 

components, and contains: 

⋅ General purpose technologies which are “…a single generic technology, 
recognizable as such over its whole lifetime, that initially has much scope for 
improvement and eventually comes to be widely used, to have many uses, and to 
have many spillover effects.” (Lipsey, 2005, pg.8). 
Examples of GPT are: steam engine, internal combustion engine, electricity, 
computer, internet, 

⋅ Human Capital - …human capital represents the stock of skills, education, 
competencies, and other productivity-enhancing characteristics embedded in 
labor…” (Becker et al in Court, 2018, pg. 22). 

General Purpose Technologies (GPT) is a single technology, it is a kernel of development that 

starts an innovative process having the GPT as a fundamental piece. GPT is the basic technology 

at the top of a technological hierarchical tree and is characterized by: 

⋅ Generality of purpose (Bresnahan, 1992, pg.10) 
⋅ Not having clear substitutes (Bekar et al l, 2017, pg. 1009) 
⋅ Pervasiveness, that is, used as inputs in many downstream sectors (Bresnahan, 

1992, pg.0) 
⋅ Wide scope of improvement and elaboration (Lipsey, Bekar et al in David, 2003, 

pg.144) 
⋅ Applicability across a broad range of uses (Lipsey, Bekar et al in David, 2003, 

pg.144) 
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⋅ Strong complementarities with existing or potential new technologies. (Lipsey, 
Bekar et al in David, 2003) 

⋅ Initially crude but evolving in complexity (Bekar et al, 2017, pg. 1009) 
⋅ Potential for use in a wide variety of products and processes (Lipsey, Bekar et al 

in David, 2003, pg.144) 
⋅ A role as facilitator for spreading innovation by “…the invention and production 

of new products or processes” (Grossman et al in Mazzucato, 2015, pg.68). 

The previous list provides a useful heuristic to identify past, current and potential GDPs. 

GPT can also be classified according with their structure or according their impact in society. 

Regarding structure, Lipsey (2005; pg.13) advocates to divide GPTs in: materials, power, 

transportation, institutional structure of knowledge, organizational technologies and ICTs, 

whereas Schwab (2016; pg.14) proposes a simpler classification: physical, digital or biological. 

FIR uses Schwab structural classification, considering “digital” as “informational” in order to allow 

its use in previous industrial revolutions. Lipsey’s and Schwab’s classifications are not 

incompatible and the same GPT can be classified in more than one category, see Table 1 for 

examples. 

In what regards their impact in society GPT can be classified as: 

⋅ Expansion technologies if they increase the limits of the production frontiers 
⋅ Process technologies if they improve the efficiency of the production processes 
⋅ Material technologies if they allow the access to new materials, usually by fabric. 

 

Table 1 - GPT’s classification2 

 Structure 
Impact 

Examples Lipsey’s Schwab 

Domestication of plants Materials Biological Expansion 

Writing Organizational technologies Information Expansion 

Iron Materials Physical Material 

Steam engine 
Power 

Transportation 
Physical Expansion 

Factory system Organizational technologies 
Physical 

Information 

Process 

Expansion 

Railway Transportation 
Physical 

information 
Expansion 

Airplane Power Physical Expansion 

Microprocessor  ICTs Information 
Expansion 

Process 

 

FIR also addresses Human Capital – “…human capital represents the stock of skills, education, 

competencies, and other productivity-enhancing characteristics embedded in labor…” (Becker et 

al in Court, 2018, pg. 22) Human capital is considered “the stuff that enables people to earn a 

                                                      

2 Source of classification Lipsey (2005, pg.13), Wright in David (2003, pg.144, 154), Schwab (2016; pg.14). 
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living” (Bishop, 20014). FIR focuses on individual skills, on education and on the societal 

possibilities of knowledge/skills transmission. 

 

2.2 FIR ENERGY 

Under the Energy topic (see Figure 1), FIR includes Energy Input, Energy Prime Movers, 

Energy Efficiencies and Energy Services. 

Energy Input comprises Energy Sources, Energy Carriers, Energy Density and Exergy to 

Energy ratio. 

The Sources of Energy are the natural forms of energy, which, either directly or through 

transformation, become Energy Carriers. The latter can deliver Energy Services, such as heat, 

transport, illumination. 

Energy Sources are the Primary Energy “…the energy that is embodied in resources as they 

exist in nature: chemical energy embodied in in fossil fuels (coal, oil and natural gas) or biomass, 

the potential kinetic of water drawn from a reservoir, the electromagnetic energy of solar radiation, 

and the energy released in nuclear reactions.” (GEA, 2012, pg. 103). 

For Energy Carriers the definition used in this work is “Substance or phenomenon that can be 

used to produce mechanical work or heat or to operate chemical or physical processes” (ISO, 

1997). Examples: springs, electricity, electrical batteries, gasoline, jet fuel, or heating oil, etc. 

Energy Density is the amount of energy per unit mass of a resource (Smil, 2017, pg. 9) for solids 

and liquids. For gases it is expressed per unit volume (Smil, 2016, pg. 12). Energy Density is 

fundamental in shaping the structure of any energy system’s storage and transport (Smil, 2016, 

pg.12). 

The Exergy to Energy ratio is the quality factor of an Energy carrier; once multiplied by the 

Energy content gives the Exergy content (Wall, 1987, pg. 59), (Ayres et al, 2003, pg. 959). “Exergy 

is defined as the maximum amount of energy that under given (ambient) thermodynamic 

conditions can be converted into any other form of energy; it is also known as “availability” or 

“work potential.” (GEA, 2012, pg.117). 

Energy Prime Movers’ definitions range from “the convertor of primary energy into mechanical 

work” (Smil, 2010, pg.2) to a more extensive one that includes also the production of electrical 

energy3 (EIA, 2017). The definition used in this work will be the former, i.e., Prime Movers as 

machines that convert primary or energy carriers into mechanical work. The Energy Prime Movers 

are characterized in terms of the maximum power that can be extracted from them using the 

                                                      

3 Prime Mover: The engine, turbine, water wheel, or similar machine that drives an electric generator; or, for reporting purposes, a device 
that converts energy to electricity directly (e.g., photovoltaic solar and fuel cells) (EIA, 2017) [129]. 
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available technology at a given moment in history. Examples: electrical motor. water wheel, sails, 

etc. 

Energy flows in society through transformational processes: some energy content is transformed 

into energy services, whereas the rest is dissipated as heat, according to the Laws of 

Thermodynamics. The First-Law efficiency or Energy efficiency4 (η) (Nakicenovic 1989, pg. 150) 

is defined as the ratio of the desired (usable) energy output to the energy input (GEA, 2012, 

pg.116). Exergy5 efficiency or Second-Law efficiency (ε) is “...the ratio of the theoretical 

minimum amount of available work or exergy needed to perform a particular function to actual 

available work or exergy consumed by a particular device or system to perform the same 

function.” (Nakicenovic 1989, pg. 184). 

Energy balances are useful, but limited, since they do not provide information about energy quality 

(Dincer, 2007, pg. 13). To assess energy quality, one must use exergy. An Energy Carrier’s 

potential to produce work is evaluated through the property exergy. This is the maximum 

theoretical work obtainable from a system as it comes into equilibrium with the environment 

(Moran, 2012, pg. 330). Exergy being based on mechanical work provides more information 

about the energy transfer and allows the differentiation among different energy carriers, giving a 

higher “grade” to the most polyvalent and useful forms of energy, such as electricity and 

mechanical energy. 

According to the Second Law, exergy is conserved for reversible processes and not conserved 

for real processes, because in the last case, it is partly or completely (when equilibrium is 

achieved) destroyed due to irreversibility. The Dead State occurs when the system is in 

equilibrium, which means that there is no potential for developing work. The definition of the dead 

state requires the establishment of a reference environment. 

Exergy has some important characteristics (Dincer, 2007, pg.12), namely: 

⋅ When there are no gradients in temperature, pressure and chemical potential6 a 
system is in complete equilibrium with its environment and has null exergy 

⋅ Exergy is the part of energy which is useful. When energy loses quality, exergy is 
destroyed 

⋅ Exergy depends on the state of a system or flow, but also on the state of the 
environment 

⋅ Exergy efficiencies are a measure of approach to ideality (or reversibility) 
⋅ Exergy can generally be considered a valuable resource. There are both energy or 

non-energy resources and exergy is observed to be a measure of value for both 
⋅ Energy forms with high exergy contents are typically more valued and useful than 

energy forms with low exergy 
⋅ A concentrated mineral deposit is more concentrated than it is usually found in 

nature, thus has exergy (that is, more valuable/concentrated than the natural form). 

                                                      

4 Energy Efficiency: h = Energy output in product/Energy input = 1 − [Energy loss/Energy input] (Dincer, 2007, pg. 14). 
5 Exergy Efficiency: f = Exergy output in product/Exergy input = 1 − [Exergy loss/Exergy input] (Dincer, 2007 pg.14). 
6 Usually, but over-simplistically and hence incorrectly, presented as gradients in concentration. 
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Energy is a measure of quantity and is conserved for all processes, whereas exergy is a measure 

of both quantity and quality, and it can be destroyed (Dincer, 2007, pg.13). Its destruction 

increases with rising irreversibility of processes. Through an Exergy Analysis it is possible to 

evaluate the potential to develop work in a process (Dincer, 2007 pg.13). 

Energy Services7 are those functions performed using energy which are means to obtain or 

facilitate desired end services or states. (Fell, 2017, pg. 137). Examples: heating, cooling, lighting, 

cooking, etc. 

Cullen & Allwood (2010) propose a classification for Energy (final) Services: Thermal comfort, 

sustenance, structure, freight transport, passenger transport, hygiene, communication and 

illumination. In FIR Energy Services are classified in:  

⋅ Freight transport 
⋅ Passenger transport 
⋅ Sustenance (includes nourishment, health) 
⋅ Productivity (work related) 
⋅ Hygiene 
⋅ Comfort (thermal, psychological visual) 
⋅ Communication 
⋅ Illumination. 

 
Compared to Cullen and Allwood (2010), in FIR one new category is introduced. Productivity, that 

is related with the execution of work or the support of working activities. Comfort used in FIR has 

a wider scope than the thermal comfort used by Cullen & Allwood (2010), namely by including 

hedonism. 

 

2.3 FIR INSTITUTIONS 

In this work Institutions are all the social structures in society that “…reduce uncertainty by 

providing a structure to everyday life.” (North, 1990; pg.3), establish explicit and implicit norms 

and rules, place limits and support activities. 

The Institutions topic of FIR comprises: Externalities, Firms, Business Models, Economic 

Models & Development Blocks and State role. 

Externalities “…exist[s] whenever the welfare of some agent, either a firm, or a household, 

depends not only on his or her activities, but also on activities under the control of some other 

agent.” (Tietenberg, 2012, pg.25). Externalities can be originated by: 

⋅ Networks in which “a one person’s consumption directly influences another 
person’s utility” (Varian, 2010, pg. 678) 

                                                      

7 “Energy Services are the result of a combination of various technologies, infrastructures (capital), labor (know-how), materials, and 
energy forms and carriers.” (GEA, 2012, pg.103), also “Energy services (…) relate to services that traditionally required large amounts of 
energy for provision.” (Fouquet, 2008, pg.8). 
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⋅ Complementarities in which “the value of one component is significantly enhanced 
by the presence of another component” (Varian, 2010, pg. 668) 

⋅ R&D spillovers (Mazzucato, 2015, pg.208) 
⋅ Asymmetry of information, when some players have more information than others 

(Krugman, 2013, pg. 585) 
⋅ Transaction costs, i.e., the costs of defining, protecting and enforcing property 

rights (Wiliamson in Ankarloo, 2006) 
⋅ Pollution (Krugman, 2013, pg. 459). 

 

Institutions were included in FIR acknowledging their contribution to the comprehension of 

economic and social change (North, 1990, pg.3), and their impact on the economic performance 

of societies (Chang, 2011) (North, 1990, pg.113,130). Institutions exist and persist due to the 

positive externalities they generate and maintain. Institutions, together with technology, establish 

the transaction and production costs of an economy (North, 1990, pg.3). Examples of institutions 

are: government, firms, the law, the constitution, the social rules of politeness, schools, shops, 

post offices, police forces, asylums, political systems, the military, the church, among many 

others. 

Positive externalities can result from complementarities (Bresnahan, 1992, pg. 18), network 

effects (Pindyck, 2012) and spillovers (Mazzucato, 2015, pg.9) (Erixon, 2011, pg.108). The 

complementarities that occur in the same type of application are vertical externalities. The ones 

occurring in different types of application are horizontal externalities (Bresnahan, 1992, pg. 18). 

Network effects arise due to the adoption of a market standard or certain technology that creates 

returns to scale (Pindyck, 2012). Technologies that are built and implemented in networks can 

present the lock in effect that consists of “(…) competition in the absence of perfect futures 

markets [that] drove [drive] industry prematurely into standardization on the wrong system…” 

(David, 1985, pg.388), i.e., when switching costs are substantial preventing changes (Varian, 

2010, pg.674). Under the lock in effect, the first technology that is widely available is the 

successful technology, although it may not be the most adequate or efficient one. Spillovers 

happen when new skills and capacities, new technologies and new markets are created 

(Mazzucato, 2015, pg. 9) (Erixon, 2011, pg. 108). Negative Externalities can be pollution, health 

damages, loss of biodiversity, destruction of a landscape, resource depletion, etc. 

In FIR externalities are classified according to their occurrence: 

⋅ Social structures– Firms, State infrastructures, State regulations, professional 
associations, kinship, etc., 

⋅ Human centered - Human physical and mental wellbeing 
⋅ Biophysical world centered - the impact of human activity in the natural ecosystems 

and natural resources 
 

Firms are “… an organization which sells or produces something or which provides a service 

which people pay for.” (Collins, 2019). 
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Neoclassical economic theory applies to perfect markets, in which there is no asymmetry of 

information, agents make rational choices maximizing their utility and profits, there are no barriers 

to entry and neither producers nor consumers have the power to influence the market. In perfect 

markets the transaction price balances supply and demand at equilibrium (Bishop, 2004) and 

there are no externalities (all costs are embedded in the transaction price). Neoclassical theory 

only applies to a certain class of goods, that are both exclusive – their benefits and costs are 

credited to the owner (Tietenberg, 2012, pg.23) - and rival – the consumption of a product inhibits 

the consumption by others (Tietenberg, 2012, pg.29). In all the other situations, i.e., goods that 

can be non-exclusive or non-rival) externalities occur and should be addressed by property rights 

enforcement, such as private negotiation, judicial remedies or regulation (Tietenberg, 

2012, pg.38). 

According to Coase (1937) the economy does not rely only on market transactions, and he 

explains it by the existence of externalities. Coase defends the existence of firms based on the 

reduction in transaction costs they induce. That is, firms emerge when it is economically more 

efficient for the entrepreneur to maintain a continuous contractual relation – hiring – of services 

or products, instead of contracting via the market (Coase, 1937). 

Firms operate according to their business model (organization level), generating, capturing and 

delivering value integrated in a bigger framework: their economic model (system-level) (Bent, 

2019). The economic model differs from the business model in the scale, scope, objective and 

advocates. The economic model has a societal scale, that can be sectoral, national, regional, it 

might integrate several companies, and should have the objective of increasing societal welfare. 

Its advocates should be all stakeholders, i.e., the State, the citizens, the Firms, among others, 

whereas the business model is restricted to a smaller scale, the firm, a service/product value 

chain. 

Usually the objective of the firm is to maximize shareholder value and its stronger advocates are 

usually management and shareholders. Shareholders are the owners of the capital of a firm, 

whereas Stakeholders are all the firm’s interested parties; these can be clients, suppliers, 

workers, shareholders, creditors, bondholders, the State and citizens (Bishop, 2004). 

Firms are viable in the short term when their business model produces private value, and firms 

are sustainable in the long run when their economic model produces net positive externalities8 

(i.e., positive minus negative externalities), i.e., their activity contributes to increasing social 

welfare, beyond the private value created. Economists that defend firms exist to maximize the 

returns to shareholders (Friedman, 1970) are essentially stating that only the business model is 

                                                      

8 Positive externalities in Business models result from savings in (repetitive) contract negotiation, in economies of scale in processes, in 

labor specialization and labor division (Coase, 1937). 
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relevant, the economic model being irrelevant, and that only shareholders are relevant, other 

stakeholders being irrelevant. 

Usually firms maximize their private value generation leaving the negative externalities to be 

addressed by the State. In the case of goods that can be non-exclusive or non-rival, the State 

(citizens) have a fundamental role to protect (demand protection) of social welfare of society from 

Firms actions, this is achieved by contributing to increase social positive externalities and reduce 

negative ones. 

Firms optimize their private value generation by having a good strategy, generating revenues, 

reducing costs and managing adequately the Firm’s risks. Through a good strategy, good 

products/services are created and sold thus generating revenue. With competence the Firm is 

able to do it at adequate costs, and with risk management, the Firm guarantees that everything 

will go smoothly without sudden losses in cash flow or assets. 

For Firms to implement a good strategy they must rely on people having good ideas, and for that 

they must have access to highly skilled and committed Human Capital, either insider or outside 

the Firm. If they are outside, it is likely that they will be more interested in developing their business 

instead of “giving” their ideas to others. Also, if these strategy experts are in the company, they 

will be keener to design products/services highly embedded in the company business, thus 

creating synergies. So, for the strategic design it is concludable that the Firm more frequently 

should hire and not go to the market to solve a problem. This decision is not so obvious when the 

workers added value is highly transactional; this was the case during the 1st IR and Firms did not 

have stimuli to hire workers. This situation created social tensions, being resolved by regulation, 

unions and collective contracts. 

In what regards revenues and costs, value creation can derive from economies of scale (network 

efficiencies), product differentiation (difficult to copy attributes), positional advantage (for example 

geography, legislation). These advantages are better protected in a Firm structure than in an open 

and direct trading market. 

Finally, on what regards Risk, the outsourced activities should have a minor contribution in terms 

of value creation and strategic role. For all other activities, the Firm should do a careful evaluation 

of the risk of outsourcing them. 

To conclude, in most of the situations doing business through a Firm is by far economically more 

interesting then directly through the market each time a product/service must be acquired or a 

task must be performed. Going through the market does not completely guarantee availability, 

quality and delivery. That is why in most situations the value generating tasks should be 

performed within the Firm, under its technical standards and benefiting from and contributing to 

its Goodwill and organizational culture. 

In FIR Firms are characterized by their Legal denomination, their Capital structure, their overall 

Management structure and how they address Firm Risk Management. 
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Business Models will be used to explicit how firms function to generate, deliver and capture 

value in all dimensions: economic, financial, social, cultural and environmental. Firms do so by 

the smart choice of the products/services they provide, their capital and their organization. 

Economic Models will be used to explicit how a society functions to generate, deliver and capture 

value in all dimensions: economic, financial, social, cultural environmental. Economic Models 

here have much in common with Economic Systems, that are “…a set of institutions for decision 

making and for the implementation of decisions concerning production, income, and consumption 

within a given geographic area.” (Gregory et al, 2013; pg. 25). In FIR, Economic Models have a 

system scale, i.e., national or regional, and are characterized by their Market Structure and their 

Coordination Mechanisms. In the literature Economic Models have other dimensions (Gregory & 

Stuart, 2013; pg. 25) that were not addressed in FIR since they were considered not relevant  

The Market Structure concentrates on the structural characteristics of the markets, i.e., whether 

they are local or regional or global, urban or rural, etc. 

The Coordination Mechanisms addresses the way in which society is organized, if it is a planned 

economy, if there are policies to fund business, to support new markets, etc. 

Development Blocks are defined by Dahmén as “…a complementary relation or a positive 

externality between industries, firms, and plants where innovations or investments are concerned” 

(Erixon, 2011, pg.112). Usually a development block begins with one or more macro-innovations 

and develops with “... a series of further micro-innovations, and possibly meso-innovations to 

widen its application, and adapt complementary technologies to be used in combination with it.” 

(Kander, 2013, pg.28). Examples of Development Blocks are: Coal and Iron Development Block, 

Steam Engine Development Block, Rail Development Block, Internal Combustion Engine 

Development Block, Electricity Development Block, Information and Communication Technology 

Development Block, etc. 

The Development Block has the scale of an economic model and can be detected qualitatively 

through the recognition of positive externalities among sectors, industries, firms, translated into 

positive marginal returns, and quantitatively by applying co-integration statistical analysis and 

short-run Granger causality tests (Enflo, 2003). The existence of Development Blocks originates 

backward and forward linkages (Kander, 2013, pg.232). 

The Development Block is a concept from industrial economy that was first enunciated by 

Dahmén (Enflo, 2006). Development blocks are the result of positive externalities (Erixon, 2011, 

pg.112), such as complementarities (Enflo, 2006): 

 “Innovations create new complementarities—i.e. they create new dependencies 

between specific functions or properties within the production process or between 

production and infrastructure or institutions. New competencies, new firms and new 

branches come to the fore. (…) When the complementarities are complete, the factors 

within a block mutually increase their marginal returns and productivity is enhanced.”  
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Kander further emphasizes that 

“A development block is the result from the power of the combination of several 

elements. Is not a single element, even a major technological breakthrough that can 

catapult an economy in rapid growth, it is the combination of elements” (2013, 

pg.232). 

and 

“The method to identify the development block was the combination of two criteria: 

value added of sectors within a development block should share long-run time trends 

(which need not be linear) and be linked to each other with mutually reinforcing links.” 

(2013, pg.316). 

Development Blocks are usually associated with the industrial era, being at the core of industrial 

development: but these structures – chains of processes that appear and persist due to the 

positive externalities that they originate have been around since much earlier than the industrial 

era, e.g.: The iron development block, the wheel development block, the writing development 

block, the city development block and the university development block. 

Although Kander states that “Sometimes, but not always, this [Development Block] also takes the 

form of a general purpose technology...” (Kander, 2013, pg.29), in this thesis, it is considered that 

GPT are the core technologies acting as seed, from which Development Blocks - the economic, 

industrial, and social systems – develop. A GPT can participate in different Development Blocks, 

for example, electricity participates as a GPT in several Development Blocks such as the rail 

Development Blocks, the information and communication technology (ICT) Development Blocks, 

etc. 

The early identification of the GPT and of an associated (current or future) Development Block is 

very important to develop economic systems (economies and businesses). It is proposed in this 

work that businesses and the State should identify embryonic development blocks and step in. 

The early participation in an expanding development block gives access to an expanding system 

of increasing marginal returns, and positive externalities. The proposed methodology to identify 

the Development Block comprises: 

1. Are they generated by at least one GPT? 
2. Do they originate complementarities? 
3. Do they cause positive externalities among the development block components? 
4. Are there forward and backward linkages among the components of the 

development block? 

 

The State role focuses on how the State envisions and shapes society, namely by influencing 

social and economic structures, through an effective rule of law, by correcting market failures, by 

defending collective desires, by promoting well-being and social inclusion. This is achieved 

through strategic public policies, i.e., allocation of public resources, such as public funding, 
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territorial planning, education, etc., through fiscal policies, includes taxes and subsidies, and 

others like public procurement, information management, among others. (Baldwin, 2012, pg.3). 

In FIR, State addresses all the public sector institutions, i.e., municipalities, public authorities, 

government. This nomenclature is aligned with Mazzucato (2015). State institutions emerge from 

the social contract with the constituents, in which they provide the funds to operation and in return 

get representation that enables them to decide on policies through their representants in 

parliament9 (North, 1990; pg.113). The State originates positive externalities when it provides 

coordination, justice, property rights enforcement, societal infrastructure, healthcare, education, 

security, last resort insurance, among others. 

FIR considers the main contributions that the State provides: Organization, Investment, Social 

Risk Management and Market Regulation. In the Investment contribution the State role includes 

innovation development, infrastructure development and education. All these activities surpass 

by far the position held by some economists that that the state should only exist to provide efficient 

rent-free markets and to prevent corruption (Wade, 2004; pg. XIV). The FIR perspective on the 

State is much in line with a Developmental State in which “…the State is active through demand 

and also by leading the process of industrialization…” (Mazzucato, 2015; pg.47). Examples of the 

Development State are the USA State labs in the 20th century, the DARPA (Defense Advanced 

Research Projects) project in the USA (Mazzucato, 2015; pg. 79), the MITI (Ministry of 

International Trade and Industry) industrial policy in Japan after World War II (Johnson,1982). 

Firm Risk Management differs from State Social Risk management on objectives and methods, 

being concerned with the Firm’s assets and cash flow’s integrity, whereas the State Social Risk 

management is concerned with potential changes that might affect present or future social welfare 

in a country or a region. 

  

                                                      

9 In his book North (1990) uses the term “Government”, this was modified to “State” in the present text to guarantee nomenclature 
coherence. 
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3. FIR APPLICATION: PIR TO 3rd IR 

The Pre-Industrial Revolution (PIR) encompasses all human activity from Prehistoric times until 

the eve of the 1st IR, that is mid-18th century. This is a long period, comprising several millennia, 

in which humans tamed fire, created agriculture and developed many forms of technology. This 

period was included in the study because it provides additional comparing information about 

energy, technology and institutions that contribute to explain the subsequent events that 

historians and economists have aggregated under the global denomination of Industrial 

Revolutions. 

The 1st IR occurred in Britain between mid-18th and mid-19th centuries (Allen, 2017, pg.2) and 

expanded geographically at different speeds. In England, the first steam engines appeared in the 

18th Century (Smil, 2017, pg.244), whereas in Portugal, these machines were introduced circa a 

century later, around 1820, to power maritime connections and cereal grinding (Madureira, 2005, 

pg.15). By 1852, there were 70 steam engines in Portugal in contrast with the 10 000 in England 

(Costa, 2011, pg.310). 

The 2nd IR occurred in the late 19th century in America and Europe, with the invention and 

improvement of electricity and of the internal combustion engine (IST, 2017, pg.23), (Kander, 

2013, pg.15, pg.259). In England electrification and motorization began to spread after 1913 

(Kander, 2013, pg.355), whereas in Portugal in the twenties, electrification was still very 

fragmented, constituted by disperse small size electrical grids (Madureira, 2005, pg.21). In 1936, 

the Portuguese government took a leading role through the National Electrification Body10 

(Madureira, 2005, pg.29), and through the first Development Plan11 (1953 to 1956). A plan 

dedicated to the development of national infrastructure, in which energy represented 35% of total 

investment (Lains, 1994). 

The 3rd IR was based on the wide use of electricity (Kander, 2013, pg.15) and on Information and 

communication technology (ICT). The 3rd IR began in 1960 and is still ongoing (Gordon, 2016, 

pg.320). 

Table 2 - PIR to 3rd IR - Era Duration 

 Dates Approximated Duration [years] 

PIR 5 000 BC – 18th Century 7 000 

1st IR 18th Century – 19th Century 150 

2nd IR Late 19th Century – 1940/50 60 

3rd IR 1960 - … 50 

 

Table 2 shows the pace acceleration from the PIR and from 1st IR to the 2nd and 3rd IR. 

                                                      

10 Junta de Electrificação Nacional  
11 1st Plano de Fomento  
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3.1 TECHNOLOGY 

Technology comprises General Purpose Technologies and Human capital. 

3.1.1. GPT 

Next tables present the main GPT of each Era obtained applying GPT definition (page 13). 

Table 3 - PIR to 3rd IR - General Purpose Technologies12 (Part 1) 

  Structure Impact 

 General Purpose Technologies Lipsey’s Schwab  

PIR 

Domestication of plants (9000-8000 BC) Materials Biological Expansion 

Domestication of animals (8500-7500 
BC) 

Materials 

Power 

Transportation 

Biological 

Physical 

Process 

Expansion 

Smelting of ore (8000-7000 BC) Materials Physical Material 

Wheel (4000-3000 BC) 

Materials 

Power 

Transportation 

Physical 

 

Material 

Process 

Expansion 

Writing (3400-3200 BC) Organizational technologies Information Expansion 

Iron (1200 BC) Materials Physical Material 

Bronze (2800 BC) Materials Physical Material 

Iron (1200 BC) Materials Physical Material 

Waterwheel (Early medieval period) Power 
Physical 

 

Material 

Process 

Three-masted sailing ship (15th 
century) 

Power 

Transportation 
Physical 

Process 

Expansion 

Printing (16th century) 

Power 

Organizational technologies 

Institutional structure of knowledge 

Information 

Expansion 

1st IR 

Steam engine (Late 18th to early 19th 
century) 

Power 

Transportation 
Physical 

Expansion 

Factory system (Late 18th to early 19th 
century) 

Organizational technologies 
Physical 

Information 

Process 

Expansion 

Railway (Mid-19th century) Transportation 
Physical  

information 

Expansion 

Steamship (Mid-19th century) 
Power 

Transportation 
Physical Expansion 

 

 

                                                      

12 A table with the detailed references can be found in Table 39 Table 39 - Shadow Reference #  (

 
ANNEX 1 - PIR to 3rd IR SHADOW TABLES REFERENCES AND CALCULATIONS). 
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Table 4 - PIR to 3rd IR - General Purpose Technologies13 (Part 2) 

  Structure Impact 

 General Purpose Technologies Lipsey’s Schwab  

2nd IR 

Internal combustion engine (Mid-19th 
century) 

Power Physical  
Expansion 

Electricity control (Late 19th century) Power Physical  Process 

Motor vehicle (20th century) Power Physical  Expansion 

Airplane (20th century) Power Physical  Expansion 

Mass production, continuous process, 
factory (20th century) 

Materials 

Organizational technologies 

ICT 

Physical 

Information 

Process 

Expansion 

Electrical Dynamo (19th century) 
Power 

Transportation 
Physical Process 

3rd IR 

Semiconductor technology  
Power 

ICTs 
Physical  

Expansion 

Process 

Microprocessor  ICTs Information 
Expansion 

Process 

Computer 

Institutional structure of knowledge 

Organizational technologies 

ICT 

Information 
Process 

Expansion 

Internet  ICTs Information 
Expansion 

Process 

Biotechnology 

Materials 

Organizational technologies 

ICT 

Biological 

Material 

Process 

Expansion 

 

The details of GPT’s evaluation in the different Era are presented in ANNEX 2 - PIR TO 3RD IR 

GPT 

The PIR was the longer Era (Table 2) and presents a considerable number of GDP. The following 

Eras last much less and the number of GPT they present is smaller and similar among them. 

The most frequent GPT are Physical and Expansion ones, followed by Process. In the 3rd IR 

Information GPT became most frequent. 

 

3.1.2. HUMAN CAPITAL 

Next, FIR addresses Human Capital. 

                                                      

13 A table with the detailed references can be found in Table 39 Table 39 - Shadow Reference #  (
 

ANNEX 1 - PIR to 3rd IR SHADOW TABLES REFERENCES AND CALCULATIONS). 
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Table 5 - PIR to 3rd IR - Human Capital 

 Individual skills level 

(Top performers) 

Education 

(Top) 
Society average skill level 

PIR 

Very basic / Basic 

 Low level of education, Very 
theoretical 

Artisan skills 

Concentrated 

Monasteries and artisan 
workshops 

Very Basic/Basic 

1st IR 

Medium - low 

Useful knowledge growth 

Artisan skills growth 

Factories: Advanced skills use and 
transmission 

Less concentrated 

Elementary schools 

Proliferation of Technical 
books 

Medium - low 

Knowledge shared between scientists 
and artisans 

Expansion of literacy, raising returns on 
education and skills 

2nd IR 

Medium - high 

Knowledge becomes less direct, less 
explicit, more complex and more 
relational 

Increasing disseminated 

Secondary schools & 
Undergraduate studies 

Medium - high 

Medium - high 

Less physically demanding jobs, more 
interesting to perform 

Firms invest in workers development 

3rd IR 

High 

Knowledge even more complex and 
more relational, and increasingly less 
direct, less explicit. 

Disseminated 

Undergraduate studies 

Graduate studies) 

High 

Skills skewness – high skills and low 
skills 

 

Table 5 shows that both individual skills and overall society know-how have experienced 

increasing complexity, became more complex, more abstract, with higher technical level. There 

is an increasing demand for mixed skills, mixed in themes and level of expertise. Education 

becomes more disseminated, reaches higher levels of technicality thus tacking longer time to 

develop. Also, the skill gap between the individual top skilled professionals and the average 

worker (society average skill level) has decreased.  This might be caused by the needed of higher 

skills to exploit the increasingly complex technologies. 

 

3.2 ENERGY 

FIR Energy comprises: Energy Input, Prime Movers, Efficiencies, Energy Services. 

3.2.1. ENERGY INPUT 

The values in Table 6 present usual available sources of energy in each Era and their main 

characteristics, these are average demonstrative values. 
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Table 6 - PIR to 3rd IR - Energy Input – Sources and Characterization14 

 Sources of Energy* Energy Carriers Energy Density [ MJ/kg] Exergy to Energy Ratios 

PIR 

Sun - - 0.85 

Food Food 5.0-12.0 1.00 

Fodder Fodder 5.0-10.0 1.00 

Wood Wood 17.0-21.0 1.11 

Water - - 1.00 

Wind - - 1.00 

Peat Peat 6.0-8.0 1.11 

1st IR Coal Coal 20.0-29.0 1.06 

2nd IR 

Oil Oil 42.0-44.0 1.06 

Natural Gas Natural Gas 23.25 - 31.27 1.04 

Nuclear Nuclear 80 620 00015 0.95 

- Electricity - 1.00 

3rd IR - - - - 

*Introduced 
 

From Table 6 some conclusions stand out: 

⋅ Nuclear energy presents a disruption in the energy density values 
⋅ Energy density growths in three plateaus: Pre-industrial, Industrial and nuclear 
⋅ The exergy to energy ration remains very constant with time  

 

Figure 2 exhibits the data from Table 6 using a logarithmic scale, highlighting the exponential 

value of nuclear energy density. 

Figure 2 - PIR to 3rd IR - Energy Density [MJ/kg] Logarithmic (natural) scale 

 

                                                      

14 To increase readability all table references were moved into the Annexes and are presented in shadow tables. Example, Table 6 
presents data, all its references are detailed in 
 
ANNEX 1 - PIR to 3rd IR SHADOW TABLES REFERENCES AND CALCULATIONS. All the data presented in the tables is duly referenced 
in the Annex either by its origin either by presenting its calculation. 
15 U-238/Pu 239 Fuel energy density 
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Notwithstanding, the exceptional energy density of nuclear fuels, and the fact that nuclear fission 

is currently implemented in many power plants, nuclear technology will not be considered in this 

work, taking into consideration the current lack of consensus towards its economic, social and 

environmental costs. 

Figure 3 - PIR to 3rd IR - Energy Density [MJ/kg] (without nuclear)  

 

Figure 3 is obtained from Figure 2 - PIR to 3rd IR - Energy Density [MJ/kg] Logarithmic (natural) 

scale Figure 2 by removing the nuclear energy. Two energy density plateaus appear, so it is 

visible that the density of the energy carriers more than doubles, from the Pre-Industrial to the 

Industrial Era, i.e., the transition from organic photosynthesis-based energy carriers to fossil fuel 

has caused a substantial increase in energy density available. 

The Pre-Industrial energy carriers had lower energy density, were strongly limited because of: 

⋅ the conversion process - photosynthesis, the origin of more than 95% of energy 
input (Kander, 2013, pg.39) 

⋅ the input – available agricultural land –confined by latitude (Kander, 2013, pg.41) 
⋅ the dependence of process conditions, such as the erratic nature of weather that 

caused variability in temperature and precipitation (Kander, 2013, pg.40, pg.72). 

 

In addition to all these physical restrictions there was also the competition between food and 

fodder (Kander, 2013, pg.70). 

From the 1st IR onwards new sources of energy were introduced allowing the liberation from the 

land restrain (Kander, 2013, pg.8). 

3.2.2. PRIME MOVERS 

Table 7 displays machine power output. Once again, the displayed are indicative of the main 

trends of the epoch. They represent commonly available machines, not research or prototype 

ones. 
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Table 7 - PIR to 3rd IR - Energy Prime Movers16 

 Prime movers Maximum Power 
[hp] 

Maximum Power [kW] 

PIR 

Working Humans 0.16 0.12 

Draft Animals 0.74 0.55 

Water mills 3 2.2 

Windmills 

[special case: Sails] 

10 

[50] 

7.46 

[37.28] 

1st IR 

Steam engine 

Newcomen 

[special case: Cornish engine] 

 

55 

[300] 

 

41 

[223.7] 

2nd IR 

Steam turbines 132 102 100 000 (100 MW) 

Electrical Motor 185 248 

Internal combustion engine  

Gasoline 

Diesel 

[special case stationary for electricity generation] 

 

201 

268 

[29 500] 

 

150 

200 

[22 000] 

Gas turbines 603 460 450 000 (450 MW) 

Nuclear Reactor 335 255 250 000 (250 MW) 

3rd IR 

Steam turbines 1 609 226 1 200 000 (1 200 MW) 

Electrical Motor 134 102 100 000 (100 MW) 

Internal combustion engine  

Gasoline 

Diesel 

[special case stationary for electricity generation] 

 

252 

313 

[4 023] 

 

185 

230 

[3 000] 

Gas turbines 760 359 567 000 (567 MW) 

Nuclear Reactor 1 957 892 1 460 000(1 460 MW) 

 

The data of Table 7 is pictured in Figure 4. 

Figure 4 - PIR to 3rd IR - Available power [kW] Logarithmic scale 

 

In Figure 4 it is visible the exponential increase in the available power of machines. 

Table 8 displays the ratio between the final and initial available powers (power ratios) of each 

epoch. 

                                                      

16 To increase the table readability the detailed references can be found Table 37 - Shadow Reference # Table 7 - PIR to 3rd IR - Energy 
Prime Movers. 
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Table 8 - PIR to 3rd IR - Available Power increase (with nuclear) 

 Prime Movers 
Power 

[hp] 

Increase in available Power 
(𝑴𝒂𝒙 𝒑𝒐𝒘𝒆𝒓 𝒆𝒏𝒅 𝒐𝒇 𝒑𝒆𝒓𝒊𝒐𝒅)

(𝑴𝒂𝒙 𝒑𝒐𝒘𝒆𝒓 𝒃𝒆𝒈𝒊𝒏𝒊𝒏𝒈 𝒐𝒇𝒑𝒆𝒓𝒊𝒐𝒅)
 

PIR 

Human physical work 0.16  

Sails 50 312.5  300-fold 

1st IR Cornish steam engine 300 6-fold 

2nd IR 
Nuclear reactor 

(Yankee Rowe plant USA) 
335 255 1 117.52  1 100-fold 

3rd IR 
Nuclear reactor 

(GE power) 
1 957 892 5.84  6-fold 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

From Table 8 it is possible to conclude that during the PIR and the 2rd IR occurs the greatest 

increase in the growth rate of available power, that is, in the PIR and in the 2nd IR the power of 

the machines has increased 300 and 1 100 times, respectively. 

A hypothesis might be that some era are early stages of new technology introduction - 1st IR and 

3rd IR -, so, they do not show a remarkable increase in maximum available power. This rise will 

only be visible when these technologies mature into efficient, useful, widespread and cost-

effective tools/machines/process. This hypothesis is coherent with the technical limits that new 

technologies face in early phases. For example, in early cars, the motors had a brittle facture 

problem. This was solved with the development of rubber tires, suspension systems and the 

improvement in motor alloys. From an economic perspective this hypothesis is consistent with 

the evolution pace of the development blocks. 

 

3.1.3. EFFICIENCY 

The efficiencies presented in Table 9 were obtained from the First and the Second Laws of 

Thermodynamics. Some values were taken from bibliography and others were calculated (see 

Table 38 - Shadow Reference # Table 9 - PIR to 3rd IR - Energy Efficiencies – First-Law and 

Second-Law in the Annexes) using the Quality Factor (explained in the Annex). The values aim 

to providing information about historical evolution in technologies, namely the trends. The data 

was chosen by: its historic adequacy, its geographic origin, and finally, by its availability. 
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Table 9 - PIR to 3rd IR - Energy Efficiencies – First-Law and Second-Law 

  First-law efficiency17 

[%] 

Second-law efficiency 

[%] 

PIR 

Draft Animals # Fodder to mechanical 
energy 

15 15 

Humans Muscle Work # Food to 
mechanical energy 

20 20 

Wood combustion to heat** 5 0.13 

Watermills to produce mechanical energy 70 70 

Windmills to produce mechanical energy 70 70 

Sailing (Tall Ships) 60-85 60-85 

1st IR 
Steam machine** to mechanical energy 
(Newcomen) 5.7 3  

2nd IR 

Electrical motor to mechanical energy 75 69.75 

Gasoline18 Motor to mechanical energy 10.1 10 

Diesel motor to mechanical energy 12.6 12 

Gas Turbines to mechanical/electrical 
energy 

40 38 

Nuclear fission to electrical energy 33 33 

3rd IR - - - 

 

Data: 
Calculated 

 References Table 38 - Shadow Reference # Table 9 - PIR to 
3rd IR - Energy Efficiencies – First-Law and Second-Law 

   * Only mechanical work, it is considered that all inefficiencies are embodied in FLE 
   ** The temperatures used for the Carnot cycle calculations are the registered meteorological ones and were obtained in Serrenho (2013). 

 

Without machines, efficiency was very limited, up to 20% for humans, 15% for draft animals and 

5% for wood heating. In PIR, the only way to overcome the low power available was to install a 

series of smaller units (Smil, 2017, pg. 153), but this process of increasing power was limited by 

space, attrition and material properties. 

The first mechanical machines changed the game. On the verge of the 1st IR, watermills, 

windmills, and sailing ships came to achieve efficiencies up to 70% for the first two, and up to 

85% for the last - the legendary tall ships. This was the result of centuries of continuous improving 

in design and manufacture. All these machines were quite contrasting with the early steam 

machines of the 1st Industrial revolution that had low efficiencies (Newcomen steam engine), and 

soon would be replaced by more efficient technologies. 

                                                      

17 The exergy efficiency (ε) is related with the conventional energy efficiency (𝛈) through the quality factor QF:  𝛆 = 𝛈 ×QF 
18 The first law efficiency values presented were obtained from scientific literature. Nevertheless, there was a source with higher values: 
30-35% for diesel and 25-25% for gasoline (nuclear, 2019). 
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Figure 5 - PIR to 3rd IR - Energy efficiencies [%] 

 

 

Figure 5 with data from Table 9 shows three levels of maximum efficiency: 

⋅ Under 20%, includes the PIR wood combustion (to produce heat), the 1st IR 
Newcomen steam machine, the 2nd IR gasoline and diesel motors, and the PIR 
human muscle work; 

⋅ Under 40%, includes 2nd IR nuclear fission and 2nd IR gas turbines; 
⋅ Under 85%, includes PIR water and windmills, PIR sailing machines, 2nd IR 

electrical motors. 

 

Almost all “conversion machines” with low efficiency level were naturally outplaced as technology 

improved, the exception being the ICE (gasoline and diesel motors), whose global disseminated 

use persists today despite their apparent low efficiency. This is due to a combination of portability, 

relative independence from energy source, societal lock in effect (see 2.3 FIR INSTITUTIONS) 

and the fact that the ICE replaces draft animals and humans in transportation, thus increasing 

efficiency. The ICE allows the use of a higher density energy source – oil -, almost independently 

of the location of the energy production. It provided the flexibility that society needed to further 

expand human activities: commerce, agriculture, urban centers (Gordon, 2016; pg.152). This is 

an example of factors beyond efficient technology impacting technological change. 
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Regarding the technologies that were introduced in the 2nd IR, the electrical motor, the internal 

combustion engine and the gas turbine, all present high flexibility, i.e., they can be easily 

controlled to deliver the desired output. Electrical motors and internal combustion engines can be 

built in high portable configurations. Electrical motors, deliver a wide interval of power and are 

flexible, both in rotation speed and torque, allowing for torque adjustment during operation. They 

have relative low cost, and their efficiency is very high, starting in 70%, and frequently reaching 

values as high as 95% (Antunes, 2012; Pg.133). Their wide dissemination in society provided 

access to individual controllable power and contributed to an increase in energy efficiency, as in 

Portugal between 1950 and 1980 (Serrenho, 2013; pg. 35). 

3.2.4. ENERGY SERVICES 

Table 10 and Table 11 present the main Energy Services of each era. 

Table 10 - PIR to 3rd IR - Energy Services (Part 1) 

Classification Energy Services  PIR 1st IR 2nd IR 3rd IR 

Comfort 

Body heating 

Animal furs 

Clothes 

(Silk, linen, 
wool, hemp) 

Clothes 

(Cotton) 
Clothes synthetic 
materials 

Clothes, intelligent 
materials 

Space Heating Firewood 
Firewood 

Coal fires 

Electrical and gas 
heating 

Air conditioning 

Electrical and gas 
heating 

Air conditioning 

Space cooling 
Natural 
ventilation 

Natural 
ventilation 

Air conditioning 

Co-generation 

Air conditioning 

Co-generation 

Trigeneration 

Entertainment Theater Theater 
Cinema 

TV 
Internet 

Freight transport 

Passenger transport 

Freight transport 

Passenger 
transport 

Draft animals 

Sail ships 

Steam trains 

Steam ships 

Electrical trains 

Internal combustion 
engine (cars, trucks, 
trains, ships) 

Gas turbines 
(Planes) 

Electrical trains 

Internal 
combustion engine 
(cars, trucks, 
trains, ships) 

Gas turbines 
(Planes) 

Comfort 

Hygiene 

Water heating Firewood 
Firewood 

Coal fires 

Electrical appliances 

Wood, coal and gas 
boilers 

Electrical 
appliances 

Wood, coal and 
gas boilers 

Cleaning/washing 

(clothes) 
Manual 
laundry 

Manual laundry 
Manual 
washing 
machines 

Electrical washing 
and/or drying 
machine 

Electrical washing 
and/or drying 
machine 

Comfort 

Productivity 
Lighting 

Firewood 

Candles 

Coal-gas lights 

Kerosene 
lamps 

Incandescent lamp 

Fluorescent tube 
Light Emitting 
Diode (LED) 
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Table 11 - PIR to 3rd IR - Energy Services (Part 2) 

Classification Energy Services  PIR 1st IR 2nd IR 3rd IR 

Sustenance 

Cooking Firewood 
Firewood 

Coal fires 
Electrical and gas 

appliances 
Electrical and gas 

appliances 

Food 
preservation 

Salt 

Spices 

Salt 

Spices 

Food & Feed 
refrigeration and 

freezing 
Processed food 

Health 
Traditional 
medicine 

Bacteriology 

Vaccines 

Antiseptics 

Radiotherapy 

Radiotherapy 

Chemotherapy 

Genetic medicine 

Biomedicine 

Advanced 
diagnosis 

Sustenance 

Hygiene 
Water pumping Wind mills 

Wind mills 

Steam engines 

Wind mills 

Steam engines 

Electrical pumps 

Steam engines 

Electrical pumps 

Productivity 

Mechanical 
power 

Wind mills 

Water mills 
Steam engines 

Electrical power 

Electrical Appliances 

Electrical power 

Electrical 
Appliances 

Process heat Firewood 
Firewood 

Coal fires 

Electrical, gas and 
wood boilers 

Cogeneration 

Electrical, gas and 
wood boilers 

Cogeneration/ 
Trigeneration 

Work Physical Physical 
Physical & 

intellectual 

Physical & 

intellectual 
Telework 

Commerce 
Fairs 

Markets 

Mail order 
sales 

Overseas 
commerce 

Teleshopping E-commerce 

Knowledge 
transfer 

School 
School Radio school 

TV School 

Massive Open 
Online Courses 

(MMOC) 

Productivity 

Comfort 
Communication 

Light 

Fire 

Post mail 

Telegraph 
Telephone Internet 

 

From Table 11, it is noticeable that in the PIR, energy services had very basic characteristics, 

with time they evolve to sophisticated services. In each transformation, each service improves its 

attributes, such as quality, reliability, security, impact in the environment or in health. For example, 

lighting evolved from wood fires in ancient times, coal and gas lights, kerosene lamps, to 

incandescent lamps, to fluorescent, to LED, just to name a few of its evolutionary steps. In each 

one of them there was a substantial increase in: quantity of light, quality of light, safety in use, 

cleanliness, availability, manageability, portability, among others. Thus, in each Era there is a 

significant improvement in the qualities of the energy services that are provided. 

Table 11 - PIR to 3rd IR - Energy Services the units of the services provided are not the same in 

all categories. For example, mobility can be Energy per passenger km travelled, whereas space 

heating can be in Energy per square meter (floor) or cubic meter (room volume). A future research 

topic could be the “normalization” of this table with the selection of the adequate units for each 

service. 

So, although evolution regarding energy can be analyzed through unidimensional approaches – 

energy density, maximum power of energy converters -, when it comes to energy services it is 

necessary to consider multiple dimensions. 
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3.3 INSTITUTIONS 

Under the topic Institutions FIR addresses Externalities, the Firm, Business models, Economic 

Models and Development Blocks, and finally the State role. 

3.3.1. EXTERNALITIES 

Externalities are classified according to its origin (Table 12) and effects (Table 13). 

Table 12 - PIR to 3rd IR – Externalities (Part 1) 

 Networks Complementarities 
Transaction 

costs 
Asymmetry of Information R&D Spill overs 

PIR 

Cities (+) 

Public Roads (+) 

Cities (+) 

Public Roads (+) 

Cities (+) 

Public 
Roads (+) 

Writing (+) 

Schools (+) 

Universities (+) 

Writing (+) 

Schools (+) 

Universities (+) 

1st IR 

Schools (+) 

Universities (+) 

Public roads (+) 

Public roads (+) 

State land grants (+) 

Firms (+) 

Public roads 
(+) 

Firms (+) 

Schools (+) 

Universities (+) 

State financed 
R&D (+) 

Schools (+) 

Universities (+) 

2nd IR 

Public roads (+) 

Electric grids (+) 

Railroads (+) 

ICE Vehicles: 

Schools (+) 

Universities (+) 

Public roads (+) 

Electric grids (+) 

ICE Vehicles: 

Regulation 
(+) 

Firms (+) 

Regulation (+) State financed 
R&D (+) 

In-company R&D 
(+) 

3rd IR 

Public roads (+) 

Electric grids (+) 

ICT grids (+) 

Internet (+) 

Electric grids (+) 

ICT grids (+) 

Internet (+) 

Firms (+) 

Regulation 
(+) 

Schools (+) 

Universities (+) 

ICT - instantaneous, costless 
bidirectional communication (+) 

State financed 
R&D (+) 

 

Table 13 - PIR to 3rd IR - Externalities (Part 2) 

 Resilience (Physical/informational) Human Life Biophysical world  

PIR 
Cities (+) 

Public Roads (+) 

Working conditions (-) 

Living conditions (-) 

Depletion of natural resources 
(-) 

Pollution (air and water) (-) 

1st IR 

State financed R&D (+) 

Public roads (+) 

State land grants (+) 

Firms (+) 

Working conditions (-) 

Living conditions (-) 

Depletion of natural resources 
(-) 

Pollution (air and water) (-) 

2nd IR 

State financed R&D (+) 

In-company R&D (+) 

Public roads (+) 

Electric grids (+) 

Regulation (+) 

Firms (+) 

ICE Vehicles: 

-Comfort, speed and power (+) 

-Higher carrying capacity (+) 

Electrification (+) 

Traffic (-) 

Railroad (+) 

 

Working conditions: 

- less physically demanding (+) 

- more interesting to perform(+) 

- reduction of working hours (+)  

Depletion of natural resources 
(-) 

Pollution (air and water) (-) 

3rd IR 

State financed R&D (+) 

Public roads (+) 

Electric grids (+) 

Regulation (+) 

Firms (+) 

ICT grids (+) 

Internet (+) 

Environmental protection law(+) 

Privacy (+) 

 

Longer and healthier life (+) 

 

Hedonic culture (+) 

Depletion of natural resources 
(-) 

Pollution (air and water) (-) 

 

Man-made existential risks (-) 

(+) Positive Externalities 
(-) Negative Externalities 
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Table 12 and Table 13 show that there is an increase in complexity and there are many positive 

network effects, and complementarities. The infrastructures and systems evolve from scares and 

granular to reticular ones. This happens in roads, telecommunications, electrical grids, education 

system (from the scarce hand-written book to massive printing ending in the 21st century costless 

keyboard stroke that transfers almost instantaneously massive data volumes,), etc. One collateral 

consequence of the network effect is the increase in infrastructure’s resilience form the physical 

and informational point of view. 

Table 12 shows that innovation spillovers also become more widespread. 

On the downside, Table 13 shows that negative externalities like pollution and depletion are 

always present. 

 

3.3.2 FIRM 

Table 14 presents the Firm through PIR to the 3rd IR. 

Table 14 - PIR to 3rd IR - The Firm 

 
Time Structure Capital structure Management 

Firm Risk 
Management 

PIR Medieval 
Partnerships (Prada, 
1966, pg.303) 

Raised within the 
family (Prada, 1966, 
pg.303) 

 

Familiar –members 
of the family Prada, 
1966, pg.303) 

Unlimited 
liability (Prada, 
1966, pg.303) 

1st IR 

Renaissance 

(14th-17th 
century) 

Family firms 
(Micklethwait, 2003) 

Compagnia (Florence) 
(Micklethwait, 2003, 
pg.18) 

Italian Maritime firms 
(Micklethwait, 2003, 
pg.17) 

Raised from collective 
associates (Prada, 1966) 

Associates share profits 
(Micklethwait, 2003, 
pg.19) 

Familiar and 
managers (Prada, 
1966, pg.169) 

Unlimited 
liability (Prada, 
1966, pg.169) 

Mercantilism 

(16th-18th 
century) 

Chartered companies 
(Private and State owned) 
(Micklethwait, 2003, 
pg.25) 

Joint stock company 
(Prada, 1966, pg.309) 

Raised in stock 
exchanges (Micklethwait, 
2003, pg.26) 

Shareholders do 
not intervene in 
management 
(Prada, 1966, 
pg.309) 

Limited 
liability (Prada, 
1966, pg.61) 

2nd IR 19th century 
Companies (Micklethwait, 
2003, pg.66) 

Raised in bonds 

(more than equity) 
(Micklethwait, 2003, 
pg.66) 

Professional 
management 

Hierarchical 
organization 
(Micklethwait, 2003, 
pg.64) 

Granular Firm risk 
management (in 
silos) (Serra, 2017) 

3rd IR 20th century 

Conglomerates 

Multinationals 

Small & Medium 
Enterprises (SME) 

From 1970 onwards 
financialization 

Professional 
management 
supervised by 
shareholders  

Stakeholders 
(workers) (German 
Commercial law, 
2019) 

Integrated Firm risk 
management 
(Serra, 2017) 

 

From Table 14 Firms have increased the scope of their activities. From small familiar workshops 

or specific commercial ventures, to conglomerates, multinationals. In their way they became more 

complex, bureaucratic, created organizational cultures impacting people in more numbers then 

the inhabitants of small countries, and required increasing capital that was raised in many different 
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ways. In the 3rd IR, a counter structure started to emerge: The Small and Medium Enterprises 

(SME) (Thurik et al, 1999). All the increasing complexity demanded better Firm Risk Management 

that became consolidated in a technical discipline evolving into strategic corporate risk 

management systems (COSO, 2019). 

Also in Table 14 there are different Firm models: The Anglo-Saxon one, focused on shareholder 

maximization, the 20th century German one for companies over 2000 employees that is the two-

tier board structure, in which workers vote for half the seats of the supervisory board (German 

Commercial law, 2019). This governance structure forces management to consider objectives 

beyond shareholder’s value maximization, thus contributing to the alignment of the Firm business 

Model with the society Economic Model and bringing in the concept of socially responsible firm. 

3.3.3. BUSINESS MODELS 

The next step will be to analyze the business and economic models in the three revolutions. The 

business models are shown in Table 15. 

 

Table 15 - PIR to 3rd IR - Business Models 

Products/Services Organization 

PIR 

Medieval Age - Agricultural products and 
tools (scarce) 

Late Medieval Age – Manufactured goods, 
examples: eyeglasses, mechanical clock 

Medieval Age - 14th century - familiar capital. (Prada 1966, pg.169) 

Late Medieval Age - Gilds regulating professions  

Late Medieval Age/ Renaissance - Chartered company - Collective and 
independent management. Associates get profits but do not manage. 
(Prada 1966, pg.308). 

Risk Mitigation - credit, insurance, information supply (Mokyr, 2009, 
pg.5) 

1st 
IR 

Artisanal products 

Industrial products -wool, clothes 

Goods with technical know-how - 
Chinaware 

Chartered company (regulated) (Prada, 1966, pg.309) 

17th century Joint Stock Company (Prada 1966, pg.308, pg.309) 

Factories (Allen, 2017, pg.42) 

Specialization - Division of labor with increasing returns (Jan de Vries in 
David, 2003, pg.48) 

Roads network to transport freight and passengers 

2nd 
IR 

Fabricated products - light bulbs, dynamos, 
transmission wires, steam and water 
turbines (Smil, 2017, pg.317) 

Mas markets 

Stock markets 

Electrification allowed specialized industries (Smil, 2017, pg.317) 

Dissemination of Assembly lines (Nye, 2013) (Smil, 2017, pg.317) 

Roads and train network to transport freight and passengers 

3rd 
IR 

Content providers (TV, Radio, cinema, 
newspapers): revenue from advertising 
(Gordon, 2016, pg.195) 

Entertainment industry (Gordon, 2016, 
pg.456) 

IT products (hardware + software) 

From 1970 onwards financialization 

Globalized stock markets, access to small investors (Nölke, 2017) 

ICT penetration – ERP, business reengineering (Lipsey, 2005, pg.114) 

Beginning of Automation (NASEM, 2017, pg.20), (EC, 2018, pg.5) 

Business consolidation (Prada, 1966, pg.207) 

Highly specialized corporations 

Vertically integrated companies (Micklethwait, 2003, pg.70) 

Network of roads, trains, airways to transport freight and passengers 

 

Table 15 shows that products and services were more physical then informational and began with 

limited features, increasing in sophistication and complexity. The business value was generated 

through the delivery of a physical asset produced (modified and upgraded) from raw materials or 

intermediate products. The production process could be explicated in a flowchart.  Products 

evolve from physical into informational (digital) ones. 
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There is an increasing network effect (positive externalities) in the Business Models organization. 

Networks of roads, rail systems, airways improved the transport of goods, increasing speed, 

geographic reach, safety and quality, all creating positive externalities. The network effect 

continues to be visible in the 3rd IR, in data networks that transport information at light speed. 

3.3.4. ECONOMIC MODELS 

Table 16 presents the business models through PIR to the 3rd IR. 

Table 16 - PIR to 3rd IR - Economic Models 

 Market Structure Coordination mechanisms 

PIR 

Early Medieval Age - Rural economy, granular local markets 
(Prada 1966, pg.72) 

 

Renaissance – Regional markets, beginning of the Globalization 
with overseas products and markets 

Late Medieval Age - Gilds regulating 
professions 

Late Medieval Age/ Renaissance - Chartered 
company - (Prada 1966, pg.308).  

Late Medieval Age - Mercantilism (Allen, 2017, 
pg.3), (Prada 1966, pg.235,237, 238, 308) 

1st IR 
Urban growth (size and pace) (Kander, 2013, pg.143) and the 
construction of roads originating urban markets 

Chartered company (Prada, 1966, pg.309) 

17th century Joint Stock Company (Prada 
1966, pg.308,309) 

Growth of trade credit (Allen, 2017, pg.4) 

Unions 

Development of social infrastructures (usually 
by the State): railroads 

2nd IR 

Urban structural change - Transport revolution changed the scale, 
dimensions and texture of the city. (Gordon, 2016, pg.169) 

Industrial mass production 

Electrification of industry 

Consumerism – Quantity and variety of food, clothes, cars, 
electrical appliances 

Credit institutions mortgages, the possibility for second and third 
mortgage (Gordon, 2016, pg.303) 

Amortized loans (Gordon, 2016, pg.300) 

Commercial Law 

Stock markets 

Development of social infrastructures (usually 
by the State): railroads, electricity, water, 
sanitation, transport 

Unions  

3rd IR 

Globalized stock markets, access to small investors 

Financialization of the Economy (Krippner, 2015) 

Consumer credit, marketing (Gordon, 2016, pg.297) 

Entertainment industry (Gordon, 2016, pg.456) 

Further Electrification of industries, homes, society (Kander, 2013, 
pg.315), (NASEM, 2017, pg.57) 

Zero marginal cost of digital products 

Beginning of crowd funding 

Global markets  

State supporting/developing (ICT)  

Market’s Regulation 

Supra national regulation – EU, OMC, GATT, 
etc. 

 

In Table 16 market increase in size, geography, complexity and became change from totally 

physical products into increasingly immaterial ones. It presents increasing network effect – 

circulation of goods and people, but also markets expansion (expansion of customers and of raw 

materials). 

 

3.3.5 DEVELOPMENT BLOCKS 

For all the Eras the methodology to identify Development Block (see 2.3 FIR INSTITUTIONS) 

was applied. It was possible to identify development blocks in PIR, in contrast with the published 

literature that relates this concept with industrial economics (that is, after the 1st IR) (Dahmén in 

Enflo, 2006). 
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Table 17 - PIR Development Blocks 

 
Innovation 

Backward linkages Forward linkages Complementarities (Positive 
Externalities) 

Iron 
development 

block 
Iron 

Ore extraction 

Firewood supply 

Supply of agricultural tools 

Supply of weapons 

Construction of building structures 

Supply of parts for transport (carts) 

Agriculture (tools increase food 
and fodder production) 

Transport – made possible by 
iron wheels and mechanisms 

Wheel 
development 

block 
Wheel 

Wood and stone extraction 

Waterwheel fabrication 

Waterwheel transport 

Cereal grinding 

Agriculture (use of animal powered carts) 

Wheeled plow 

Transport (carts) 

Energy generation (water and 
windmills) 

Writing 
development 

block 
Writing 

Wood and metal extraction 

Wood and metal transformation 

Manufacture of writing tools 

Printing businesses 

Literature 

Banking 

Commercial activity 

Increase in social organization 

Religion (social organization) 

Establishment of written Law 
(social organization) 

Knowledge dissemination 

City 
development 

block 
City 

Food and fodder provision 

House construction 

Skill specialization 

Commerce 

Shared knowledge 

Social organization 

Security 

Trade 

Commerce 

University 
development 

block 
University 

Literature production 

Housing services 

Knowledge generation and application 

Local, regional and global commerce 

Knowledge transfer 

 

Table 17 provided evidence that Development Blocks already existed in the PIR Era and had a 

fundamental role in development. Therefore, it is proposed that the development block concept 

can and should be applied to Pre-Industrial economic structures. 

For example, the PIR Iron development block (Iron-DB) is based on the iron general purpose 

technology, i.e., the smelting of ore. The PIR Iron DB develops backward linkages: in the supply 

side with firewood and ore extraction. The ore is heated in kilns fueled by wood, and it is worked 

by blacksmiths. The outputs of ironwork are: tools, weapons, parts (for machines such as carts). 

This paraphernalia is used in mills, in transport, etc. 

Some of the positive externalities the PIR Iron-DB originated were: the increase of agriculture 

productivity, the progress in transport, the enhancement of wind and water mills increasing 

available energy. Thus, PIR was an energy expanding development block. 
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Table 18 - PIR to 3rd IR - GPT and Development Blocks19 

 General Purpose Technologies Development blocks 

PIR 

Domestication of plants (9000-8000 BC)  

Domestication of animals (8500-7500 BC) 

Smelting of ore (8000-7000 BC) 

Wheel (4000-3000 BC) 

Writing (3400-3200 BC) 

Bronze (2800 BC) 

Iron-1200 BC 

Waterwheel (Early medieval period) 

Three-masted sailing ship (15th century) 

Printing (16th century) 

Iron development block 

Wheel development block 

Writing development block  

Cities development block  

Universities development block 

1st IR 

Steam engine (Late 18th to early 19th century) 

Factory system (Late 18th to early 19th century) 

Railway (Mid-19th century) 

Iron steamship (Mid-19th century) 

Railway development block 

Steam engine development block 

Iron development block  

2nd IR 

Internal combustion engine (Mid-19th century) 

Electricity (Late 19th century) 

Motor vehicle (20th century) 

Airplane (20th century) 

Mass production, continuous process, factory (20th 
century) 

Oil development block  

Electricity development block  

Chemical industries development block  

Railway development block  

3rd IR 

Semiconductor technology  

Microprocessor  

Computer 

Internet  

Biotechnology 

ICT development block 

Bio Tech Development Block 

 

Table 18 shows the main development blocks in all era as well as the GPT. All Development 

Blocks develop from one or more GPT expanding upstream and downstream. 

As technology evolves, a Development Block can suffer transformations when the new 

technology presents benefits such as increased efficiency, less costs, more utility... For example, 

in the 1st IR, the Railway development block started with coal and iron evolving to electricity and 

iron in the 2nd IR, the switch allowed the access to a more efficient, more clean and easier to 

control power machine. 

  

                                                      

19 A table with the detailed references can be found in Table 39 - Shadow Reference # Table 3 - PIR to 3rd IR - General Purpose 
Technologies (Part 1)and Table 4 - PIR to 3rd IR - General Purpose Technologies (Part 2) (

 
ANNEX 1 - PIR to 3rd IR SHADOW TABLES REFERENCES AND CALCULATIONS). 
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3.3.6. STATE ROLE 

The next component of FIR to be addressed is the state role. 

Table 19 - PIR to 3rd IR - State Role 

 
Organization Investment Social risk 

management Market regulation 

PIR 

Early Medieval 
Age - Feudal 
system 

 

Late Medieval 
Age – Rise of 
the Sovereigns 
States- 
Beginning of 
Mercantilism 

Defense and security. 
Beginning of 
Mercantilism (Allen, 
2017; pg. 3) 

Sovereign authority 

Late Medieval Age: 

Gilds regulating professions 

Late Medieval Age/ 
Renaissance - Chartered 
company - (Prada 1966, 
pg.308).  

Late Medieval Age - 
Mercantilism (Allen, 2017, 
pg.3), (Prada 1966, pg.235, 
237, 238, 308) 

1st IR Mercantilism 

Innovation: longitude (Mokyr, 
2009; pg. 45) 

Development: Land awards - 
U.S. Railroad and land grants 
(Gordon, 2016; pg. 311) 

Mercantilism (Allen, 
2017; pg. 3) 

Piracy decline (Mokyr, 
2009; pg. 5) 

Enforcement of 
contracts and property 
rights (Mokyr, 2009; 
pg.5) 

Mercantilism (Allen, 2017; 
pg. 3) 

Chartered company 
(regulated) (Prada, 1966, 
pg.309) 

State protection – regulatory 
and military 

Patents and intellectual 
property (Mokyr, 2009; 
pg.45) 

Credit for trade growth 
(Allen, 2017, pg.4) 

2nd IR 

Structural State 
investing in 
infrastructure 
(electricity, 
water, 
sanitation, 
transport) 

Development: 

USA – New Deal (Hiltzik, 
2011; pg.) 

Europe – Marshal Plan 
(Bishop, 2004) 

Innovation: 

USA DARPA (Defense 
Advanced research Projects 
Agency) (Mazzucato, 2015; 
pg.58) and Big Science20 
(Manhattan project, NASA, 
Apollo Project) 

Education: 

US schools, roads, rural 
electrification, national parks 
(Gordon, 2016; pg. 314,315) 

USA Morril Act 
(Universities)(Gordon, 2016; 
pg. 311) 

GI bill (Gordon, 2016; pg. 
512) 

Federal deposit 
insurance (U.S. New 
Deal 1933-1940) 
(Gordon, 2016; pg. 315) 

Social protection – USA 
Social Security Act, 
European Welfare State 
(Gordon, 2016; pg. 315) 

Amortized loans 
(Gordon, 2016; pg. 300) 

Credit institutions 
mortgages, the 
possibility for second 
and third mortgage 
(Gordon, 2016, pg.303) 

Amortized loans 
(Gordon, 2016, pg.300) 

Unions 

Utilities (Energy, water) 
(Madureira, 2005; pg. 20, 
23, 59, 60, 69, 98) 

Society infrastructure 
(electricity, water, sanitation, 
transport) 

Railroad transport system 
(Viscusi, 2005)] 

Food supply system 
(Viscusi, 2005), (Gordon, 
2016; pg. 221) 

U.S. Weights and measures 
standardization (Gordon, 
2016; pg. 313) 

U.S. Patents Patent Office 
(Gordon, 2016; pg. 312) 

3rd IR 

Developmental 
State (Wade, 
2004) 
(Mazzucato, 
2015, pg. 79) 

Society 
infrastructure 
(ICT)  

 

Innovation: 

Big Science – Human 
genome project, Space 
shuttle, International Space 
station 

Public procurement (Raiteria, 
2015) 

Households investing in 
financial products to 
save, retire, participate 
in businesses. (Nölke, 
2017) 

Globalized stock 
markets, access to small 
investors 

Telecommunication (Viscusi, 
2005) 

Pharmaceuticals (Viscusi, 
2005) 

Financial market’s 
Regulation 

 

The State develops initiatives that have high impact in economic and social development. Since 

the State is the main “manager” of Externalities, i.e., the State has the power to increase or to 

                                                      

20 Big Science as a “…model for scientific enquiry…”  in face of complex and resource demanding research quests (Hiltzik, 2015; pg. 7)  
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restrain them. At the same time this role is almost invisible, it is seldom recognized in most 

economic models and at a lesser extend in general opinion.  

Through investment, the State contributes to the replacement of capita (physical and intellectual), 

thus increasing the supply of the inputs to growth. Through Organization, Social Risk 

management and Market regulation the State acts upon social/economic efficiency. With 

adequate interventions the State facilitates process, frees resources and awards policy 

champions. Consistently with in all other vectors of FIR, the State role increases in complexity. 
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4. FIR APPLICATION: 4th IR 

The 4th IR is based on the introduction of Artificial Intelligence, Advanced Analytics and extensive 

Automation and Robotics. It differs substantially from previous revolutions because it allows and 

extend fusion of these new technologies and interactions across the physical, digital and 

biological systems (Schwab, 2016; pg.8). 

The 4th IR can be seen as the moment when information technologies21 connect to 

the physical world. It begins with the so-called “internet of things”, where all physical 

equipment … have built in sensors and processors that can communicate with each 

other…. information technologies, which are ideal for collecting information from the 

physical world, can manage and process huge quantities of information – called big 

data – and, using this information, build and use algorithms, machine learning and 

artificial intelligence, to generate actions that can be executed in the real world. These 

actions could be carried out by robots … or other forms of automation, in all the 

systems with which we work and interact.” (IST, 2017; pg.23) 

This section applies FIR to the 4th IR. It begins with the most representative technologies, and 

then presents their potential impact in Human capital. Technologies are assessed through their 

potential as future GPT. 

The second step consists in the application of FIR energy, and evaluate the energetic impacts of 

the technologies, if they change the energy input, introduce new prime movers, change the 

efficiencies, and how will they impact the energy services. 

The last section of FIR addresses institutions, i.e., the externalities, the firms, the Business 

models, the economic models and the State role. 

All FIR analysis is centered in technology and evolves from it. 

 

4.1 TECHNOLOGY 

The technologies analyzed in the 4th IR are presented in Table 20 and Table 21. For detailed 

definitions see ANNEX 3 - 4TH IR TECHNOLOGIES. 

 

 

                                                      

21 “information technology is the technology involving the development, maintenance, and use of computer systems, software, and 

networks for the processing and distribution of data” (Merriam Webster, 2018) [806] 
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Table 20 - 4th IR technologies classification (Part 1) 

 Technology 
Classification 

Structure Impact 

Manufacturing 
Processes 

New processes 

(Innovative fabrication includes 3D Printing, Laser 
technology, thin film solar cells, etc.) 

Physical 

Expansion 

Processes 

Materials 

Robotics 

(Includes drones and remote machine operation) 
Physical 

Expansion 

Processes 

Bionics 

(engineering based in biology) 
Physical 

Expansion 

Processes 

Materials 

Materials 

Smart materials 

(Self-altering materials includes 4D products) 
Physical 

Expansion 

Materials 

Materials by design 

(atomic and molecular level) 
Physical Materials 

Smart Systems 

Smart Systems 

(cars/home/city/transport/machines) 

Internet of Everything 

(includes Nano internet) 

Sensors 

(Includes networks and Nano sensors and location 
technologies.) 

Physical 
Expansion 

Processes 

AI 

AI processing 

Includes: machine learning, AI Models, big data 
and data analytics. 

Information 
Expansion 

Processes 

AI/Human communication 

Includes chatbots (machine/human conversational 
systems) and virtual/augmented reality 

Information 
Expansion 

Processes 

Bid data processing 

Ubiquitous computing 

Includes distributed intelligent, parallel processing, 
systems, digital twins, cloud computing and 
cybersecurity. 

Information 
Expansion 

Processes 

Digital Platforms 

Include Cross platform integration and 
trade/manufacturing 

Information 
Expansion 

Processes 

Blockchain Information 
Expansion 

Processes 

Quantum Technology Information 
Expansion 

Processes 

 

Table 21 - 4th IR technologies classification (Part 2) 

 Technology 
Classification 

Structure Impact 

Biological factories 

Systems metabolic engineering Biological Expansion 

Advanced genetic therapy 

(Includes CRISP/Cas9) 
Biological Expansion 

Cellular mapping + Edited biology  Expansion 

Organs on chips Biological Expansion 

Expanded Humans 

Bioborgs 

Human modification/expansion 
through biology 

Biological Expansion 

Cyborgs 

Human modification/expansion 
through physical/AI, includes 
Cobots (collaborative robots) 

Biological 
Expansion 

Processes 
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4.1.1. GPT 

For each 4th IR technology an evaluation was performed assessing its potential to be a GPT, 

following the methodology explained in FIR technology (page 13). The extensive results are 

presented in ANNEX 4 - 4TH IR GPT. The technologies that were identified as having the higher 

potential for being future GPTs are: 

 

⋅ Manufacturing - New processes (Includes 3D Printing and Laser technology) 
⋅ Manufacturing - Robotics (Includes drones and remote machine operation) 
⋅ Smart systems 
⋅ AI processing (Includes: machine learning, AI Models, big data and data analytics) 
⋅ Cloud computing and digital platforms 
⋅ Quantum technology 

 

Although these technologies are already powerful in isolation, their impact becomes disruptive 

when they are combined, examples being 

 

⋅ Cyber physical (production) systems (CPPS), also known as embedded systems, 
resulting from AI processing combined with AI Communication and Smart systems 
can originate. This is the technology that enables automatic driving path correction 

⋅ Augmented reality (AR) based on the interaction of physical world, digital data and 
imaging. AR can be used for product visualization, distance instructions and 
guidance, physical and human interaction, in all product stages: design, 
manufacturing, sales, after sale support 

⋅ Mirror world – through Augmented Reality and AI there are/will be replicas of real-
world creating Digital twins. This technology is useful in HR training, in product 
maintenance (preventive and corrective) 

⋅ Quantum cryptosystems ally Blockchain technology and Quantum technology to 
create new protection systems, since Quantum computers will make current 
cryptography obsolete 

 

Addressing the 4th IR technology needs structure and the emerging 4th IR design principles 

(Underwood, 2017) might marks the beginning of its systematization: 

⋅ Interoperability 
⋅ Transparency in information 
⋅ Technical assistance 
⋅ Decentralization of decisions 
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4.1.2. HUMAN CAPITAL 

Table 22 presents the impacts of the 4th IR in Human capital skill demand. 

Table 22 - 4th IR technologies demand of Human Capital expertise 

 Technology 
Human capital 

Expertise 

Manufacturing Processes 

New processes 

(Innovative fabrication includes 3D Printing, Laser technology, 
thin film solar cells, etc.) 

IT 

Robotics 

(Includes drones and remote machine operation) 

IT 

Ethics 

Programing 

Bionics 

(engineering based in biology) 
Engineering 

Materials 

Smart materials 

(Self-altering materials includes 4D products) 
Advanced materials 

Materials by design 

(atomic and molecular level) 
Advanced materials 

Smart Systems 

Smart Systems 

(cars/home/city/transport/machines) 

Internet of Everything 

(includes Nano internet) 

IT 

Ethics 

Programing 

Sensors 

(Includes networks and Nano sensors and location 
technologies.) 

IT 

Programing 

AI 

AI processing 

Includes: machine learning, AI Models, big data and data 
analytics. 

IT 

Ethics 

Programing 

AI/Human communication 

Includes chatbots (machine/human conversational systems) and 
virtual/augmented reality 

IT 

Ethics 

Programing 

Big data processing 

 

 

Ubiquitous computing 

Includes distributed intelligent, parallel processing, systems, 
digital twins, cloud computing and cybersecurity. 

IT 

Ethics 

Programing 

Digital Platforms 

Include Cross platform integration and trade/manufacturing 

IT 

Ethics 

Programing 

Blockchain 
IT 

Programing 

Quantum Technology 
IT 

Programing 

Biological factories 

Systems metabolic engineering 
Ethics 

Biology 

Advanced genetic therapy 

(Includes CRISP/Cas9) 

IT 

Ethics 

Biology 

Cellular mapping + Edited biology 
Ethics 

Biology 

Organs on chips 

Ethics 

Biology 

Engineering 

Expanded Humans 

Bioborgs 

Human modification/expansion through biology 

Ethics 

Biology 

Cyborgs 

Human modification/expansion through physical/AI, includes 
Cobots (collaborative robots) 

IT 

Ethics 

Programing 
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Table 22 shows that the most frequent fields of expertise are IT, ethics and programing. Also, one 

should note that these skills have different levels of complexity and consequently of expertise, 

i.e., programing is a skill that can be use at a basic level, such as when using macros in Office 

programs, and at a highly complex level like when coding or when creating new computer 

languages. Also, due to the fast pace of IT penetration, all active workers should master the 

above-mentioned skills. 

The World Economic Forum estimates (WEF, 2018) that by 2022 more than 50% workers will 

require upgrade in their skills. This should be achieved by a conjoint effort by the workers, firms 

and the State to achieve a virtuous combination human/machine, allying human critical reasoning 

and human capacity to manage complex problems with the outstanding memory and processing 

AI capacity of machines. This view is aligned with Schwab’s vision of “AI, robots and humans 

work better when they work together.” (2018; pg. 131) and “AI and robotics will transform tasks 

rather than make humans obsolete” (2018; pg. 132). In order for the combination human/machine 

to be fruitful all know-how that can be standardized and explicit can be automatized.  

In an Era where the concepts of utility, functionality, rationality have the primacy it is remarkable 

the relevance of ethics, i.e., due to the power that is placed on the hands of IT designers, a 

transversal education on ethics should be mandatory to all professionals. 

Like in the past Era (see page 26) there is an increase in the educational level required, in the 

complexity and variety of subjects. Mixed skills play an important role and all stakeholders must 

come on board: Firms, the citizens, the State. 

Also, the early upgrade of skills will be a powerful strategic advantage for Firms, workers and 

States. 

The fast pace of technological change increases the obsolescence risk, thus, is crucial the 

continuous and lifelong education.  Professionals should develop mixed skills, that is, mechanical 

engineer, economist, managers, or others, should develop advanced IT skills (programming, 

controlling, AI, among others). Professional’s skills and Firms strategic and operational “IT 

upgrade” is mandatory to stay on business. 

The transformation of the Firm can be done by a combination of expert contracting and current 

workforce “upgrade” by massive on-line open courses MOOC, or Hybrid MOOC, that is courses 

composed by MOOC and face-to-face classes at schools, or in the company. The virtuous 

combination of expert contracting and workforce “upgrade” has many benefits. The formers bring 

deep IT skills and the later provide deep business know-how. Also, the MOOC or Hybrid MOOC 

can be easily integrated in performance assessments. 

Since skills upgrade is considered a priority (McKinsey, 2017) universities should develop 

professional IT degrees, Master in IT Science (MITS) with the same approach to IT that Master 

in business Administration (MBA) had to business. An MBA graduate from an accredited school 

has a fundamental set of skills that are common ground regardless of the school or the country. 
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The same could and should be done for a MITS program, tailored for professionals with at least 

10 years’ work experience composed of core and elective courses including: Programming, 

Algorithms, Databases, Operation systems, Compliers, AI. The objective would be to guarantee 

that all MITS graduates possess a highly effective level of IT skills. This is an opportunity for 

Universities to participate in professionals’ skills upgrade, raising the school’s revenues by selling 

advanced specialized highly valued education. 

As some professions became automated and the demand for some jobs decrease there will be 

new professions appearing like drone pilots, experts in: VR and AR, AI and machine learning, 

data analytics, automation, cybersecurity, human-machine interaction, robotics, and blockchain 

(WEF, 2018).  

Table 23 shows the main changes of Human capital in the 4th IR. 

 

Table 23 - 4th IR Human Capital 

 Individual skill level 

(Top performers) 

Education 

(Top performers) 
Society know-how level 

4th IR 

High 

Proficiency in IT (VR and AR, AI 
and machine learning, data 
analytics, automation, 
robotics… 

Ubiquitous 

Graduation and advanced studies 
complemented with lifelong MOOC 
and SPOC (Small private on-line 
courses) 

Highly differentiated 

Proficiency in IT (VR and AR, AI 
and machine learning, data 
analytics, automation, robotics… 
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4.2 ENERGY 

Table 24 - 4th IR technologies impact in Energy (Part 1) 

 Technology 

Energy 

Carriers Density 
Prime 

Movers 
Power 

1st law 
efficiency 

2nd Law 
efficiency 

Manufacturing 
Processes 

New processes 

(Innovative fabrication, 
includes 3D Printing, 
Laser technology, thin 
film solar cells, etc.) 

+ + + + + +  

Robotics 

(Includes drones and 
remote machine 
operation) 

    + + 

Bionics 

(engineering based in 
biology) 

    + + 

Materials 

Smart materials 

(Self-altering materials 
includes 4D products) 

+    + + 

Materials by design 

(atomic and molecular 
level) 

+ +   +  + + 

Smart Systems 

Smart Systems 

(cars/home/city/transpor
t/machines) 

Internet of Everything 

(includes Nano internet) 

  + + + + 

Sensors 

(Includes networks and 
Nano sensors and 
location technologies.) 

  + + + + 

AI 

AI processing 

Includes: machine 
learning, AI Models, big 
data and data analytics. 

+ + + + + + 

AI/Human 
communication 

Includes chatbots 
(machine/human 
conversational systems) 
and virtual/augmented 
reality 

    + + 

Bid data 
processing 

 

 

Ubiquitous computing 

Includes distributed 
intelligent, parallel 
processing, systems, 
digital twins, cloud 
computing and 
cybersecurity. 

  + + + + 

Digital Platforms 

Include Cross platform 
integration and 
trade/manufacturing 

    + + 

Blockchain       
Quantum Technology + + + + + + 

+ Positive impact 
- Negative impact 
 No impact 
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Table 25 - 4th IR technologies impact in Energy (Part 2) 

 Technology 

Energy 

Carriers Density 
Prime 

Movers Power 
1st law 

efficiency 
2nd Law 

efficiency 

Biological 
factories 

Systems metabolic 
engineering + +     
Advanced genetic 
therapy 

(Includes CRISP/Cas9) 
+      

Cellular mapping + 
Edited biology       
Organs on chips       

Expanded 
Humans 

Bioborgs 

Human 
modification/expansion 
through biology 

   + + + 

Cyborgs 

Human 
modification/expansion 
through physical/AI, 
includes Cobots 
(collaborative robots) 

  + + + + 

+ Positive impact 
- Negative impact 
 No impact 

 

4.2.1. ENERGY INPUT 

The technologies considered do not introduce new energy sources, the same has occurred also 

in the 3rd IR. This is consistent with a transition whose main contribution is to provide information 

either directly either through physical assets.  

Also, there is no direct introduction of disruptive energy carriers. A possibility could be the 

mastering of hydrogen technology.  

From Table 24 and Table 25 what seems to be the most probable outcome is the improvement 

in the preparation and handling of energy carriers, through innovative manufacturing processes 

an new materials. Examples are the nuclear accident-tolerant fuels which are not so prone to 

explode in case of an accident thus with less risk of released radioactive material. This can be 

achieved by having Chromium or Silicon incorporated or a star shape rod (McCullum, 2019); the 

combination of smart devices and AI improves the access to mining reserves such as copper, oil 

and gas, on a biological perspective biological factories can increase the volume of production of 

food and feed, examples meat grown in laboratory at Mosa Meat, Memphis Meat, Super Meat 

(Schaefer,2018), systems metabolic engineering could also produce new biofuels with higher 

energy density. 

4.2.2. PRIME MOVERS 

In the 4th IR some new Prime Movers can be introduced like body energy nanogenerators 

harvesters used on humans and draft animals. These generators are based in the piezoelectric 

effect, the triboelectricity and the thermoelectric effect (Proto et al, 2017). The future might lie in 
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Hybrid Energy Cells that use simultaneously several biomechanical energy converters (Wang et 

al, 2017). These nanotechnologies can become more disseminated due to their low cost. 

Another impact in energy prime movers could be the use of AI to extend operating lives of 

machines. 

4.2.3. EFFICIENCY 

Most technologies contribute to increase first and second law efficiencies (Table 24 and Table 

25) because they allow the optimization of materials’ properties, of design and of operations in a 

scale never possible before. Examples are: 

⋅ Avoiding kg.km transported by the use of drones to transport parcels and, in the 
future, freight and passengers – smart systems, robots and AI 

⋅ Harvesting body energy (thermal and mechanical) through nanogenerators in 
humans and draft animals increases their relatively low first and second law 
efficiencies (Table 9) consequence of the affordability  

⋅ Optimizing design by the use of digital twins 
⋅ Optimizing the performance of energetic systems through Virtual power plants, 

smart windows sensors, AI algorithms, cloud data plus processing, digital platforms. 

 

One should take into consideration the impact in energy efficiency but also the rebound effect, 

i.e., the “…behavioural responses to improved energy efficiency that offset some of the potential 

energy and emission saving” (Sorrel, 2018). Rebound effects must be analyzed as a complex 

system, taking into consideration all the associated externalities (namely welfare improvements). 

The mechanism to decrease their negative impacts is through the adequate regulation (Sorrel, 

2018). 
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4.2.4. ENERGY SERVICES 

Table 26 - 4th IR technologies Energy Services (Part 1) 

 Technology Energy Services Classification 

Manufacturing 
Processes 

New processes 

(Innovative fabrication includes 3D 
Printing, Laser technology, thin film solar 
cells, etc.) 

Cleaning/washing (clothes) 

Space cooling 

Space Heating 

Comfort 

Hygiene 

Robotics 

(Includes drones and remote machine 
operation) 

Cleaning/washing (clothes) 

Freight transport 

Mechanical power 

Passenger transport 

Comfort 

Freight transport 

Passenger transport 

Hygiene 

Productivity 

Bionics 

(engineering based in biology) 

Food preservation 

Health 

Space cooling 

Space Heating 

Comfort 

Sustenance 

Materials 

Smart materials 

(Self-altering materials includes 4D 
products) 

Body heating 

Food preservation 

Health 

Lighting 

Process heat 

Comfort 

Productivity 

Sustenance 

Materials by design 

(atomic and molecular level) 

Food preservation 

Health 

Lighting 

Process heat 

Comfort 

Sustenance 

Productivity 

Smart 
Systems 

Smart Systems 

(cars/home/city/transport/machines) 

Internet of Everything 

(includes Nano internet) 

Cleaning/washing (clothes) 

Food preservation 

Freight transport 

Health 

Lighting 

Mechanical power? 

Passenger transport 

Process heat 

Space cooling 

Space Heating 

Water heating 

Comfort 

Freight transport 

Passenger transport 

Hygiene 

Sustenance 

Productivity 

Sensors 

(Includes networks and Nano sensors 
and location technologies.) 

Health 

Lighting 

Space cooling 

Space Heating 

Comfort 

Productivity 

Sustenance 

AI 

AI processing 

Includes: machine learning, AI models, 
big data and data analytics. 

Communication 

Entertainment 

Freight transport 

Health 

Knowledge transfer 

Passenger transport 

Space cooling 

Space Heating 

Work 

Comfort 

Freight transport 

Passenger transport 

Sustenance 

Productivity 

AI/Human communication 

Includes chatbots (machine/human 
conversational systems) and 
virtual/augmented reality 

Commerce 

Communication 

Entertainment 

Health 

Knowledge transfer 

Work 

Comfort 

Productivity 

Sustenance 
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Table 27 - 4th IR technologies Energy Services (Part 2) 

 Technology Energy Services Classification 

Bid data 
processing 

 

 

Ubiquitous computing 

Includes distributed intelligent, parallel 
processing, systems, digital twins, cloud 
computing and cybersecurity. 

Commerce 

Communication 

Entertainment 

Health 

Knowledge transfer 

Work 

Comfort 

Productivity 

Sustenance 

Digital Platforms 

Include cross platform integration and 
trade/manufacturing 

Commerce 

Communication 

Entertainment 

Health 

Knowledge transfer 

Work 

Comfort 

Productivity 

Sustenance 

Blockchain 

Commerce 

Communication 

Food preservation 

Health 

Work 

Comfort 

Productivity 

Sustenance 

Quantum Technology 
Communication 

Work 

Comfort 

Productivity 

Biological 
factories 

Systems metabolic engineering Health 
Sustenance 

Productivity 

Advanced genetic therapy 

(Includes CRISP/Cas9) 
Health 

Sustenance 

Productivity 

Cellular mapping + Edited biology Health 
Sustenance 

Productivity 

Organs on chips Health 
Sustenance 

Productivity 

Expanded 
Humans 

Bioborgs 

Human modification/expansion through 
biology 

Health 
Sustenance 

Productivity 

Cyborgs 

Human modification/expansion through 
physical/AI, includes Cobots 
(collaborative robots) 

Work 

Productivity 

 

In Table 26 and Table 27 the energy services that occur more frequently are related with 

productivity, sustenance and comfort. There is an increase in qualitative improvements, and the 

access to energy services is increasingly facilitated. 
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4.3 INSTITUTIONS 

Institutions will address changing patterns of externalities, firms, business models, economic 

models and development blocks. 

4.3.1. EXTERNALITIES 

The Externalities associated with the 4th IR technologies are presented in detail in Table 45 at 

ANNEX 5 – 4TH IR EXTERNALITIES. The most relevant ones are the network effects and the 

complementarities, what allows us to infer that the 4th IR technologies have high potential to create 

several development blocks. 

R&D Spillovers are also very relevant; this is consistent with the early stage of development and 

high level of complexity of these technologies. This is an important factor to consider when 

designing R&D policies for both the State and the Firms. 

The lock-in effect is another important outcome of many of the 4th IR technologies, for a 

technology to be the surviving one, it must conquer the market in an early phase. 

Many of the technologies impact on natural resources depletion, mostly by allowing savings in 

the consumption of materials and of energy. Nevertheless, some of them can cause additional 

strains on Nature or increase the cost of waste disposal. Decentralized 3-D printing can be an 

example of this negative outcome. 

According with Table 45, the technologies that present the highest potential of developing 

externalities are: sensors, blockchain, systems metabolic engineering and organs on chips. The 

first two related with technology pervasiveness and the last two with the potential of the 4th IR in 

deeply changing biological processes. 

Some of the technologies can substantially improve human comfort and health, but at the same 

time can present a threat to humans and biodiversity, the biological factories are an example. 

 

4.3.2. FIRMS 

According with Coase’s theory, Firms exist because they profit from externalities, and these are 

frequent and significant in the 4th IR see Table 13 - PIR to 3rd IR - Externalities. 

The gains associated with economies of scale (network efficiencies), product differentiation 

(difficult to copy attributes) and positional advantage (for example geography, legislation) persist 

in the 4th IR. Examples are: 

⋅ Scale - digital platforms that became more valuable as they connect more users, 
like Facebook or uber.  

⋅ Differentiation – innovation - quantum computers 
⋅ Positional advantage – smart systems 
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The differentiation through innovation can be achieved through in-house research departments, 

but also through crowdsourcing innovation outside. This can be achieved by buying technology 

developed in startups or in research labs. Startups are more pervasive in the 4th IR, this might be 

caused by the reduction of in-company research labs, a result of economy financialization (see 

pg. 63) along with the fact that technology has shifted, from physical to digital (information), thus 

being possible to innovate with a simple computer.  

In the 4th IR the asymmetry of information and contractual costs persist, and although a platform-

based expert system can help to find tailored skills, it still has many grey areas and chances of 

manipulation, thus demanding investment contracts, thus losing part of the economic efficiency 

they would have gain. Firm’s management can profit from IT tools in the digitalization of processes 

and in support to decision making. 

Digitalization can include design, production, commercialization and end of life of products and 

services (see next section 4.3.3. BUSINESS MODELS). IT tools can also be used in training 

programs to upgrade skills in workers, suppliers, clients. AI tools in combination with firm data 

provides valuable insight about production, commercialization and potential client value 

propositions. 

In what regards capital structure Firms will be financed with the capital structures adequate to 

their maturity, i.e., venture capital in the beginning, stock market and bond market. Depending on 

the volume, some capital can be raised through platforms. Management will still continue to be 

run by professionals, but there will be the need to incorporate technology experts and sometimes 

visionaries. Firm risk management is a mature area of knowledge, and extensive and effective 

strategic wide risk management systems are in place profiting from some of the 4th IR 

technologies contribute to Firm risk management, through increasing data processing power, to 

run Risk models22. Nevertheless, risks will change due to technological changes. For example, 

reputational risks can capitalize on ubiquity and the power of mobilization of social networks and 

platforms, thus compelling Firms to address disruptive risks, like Global risks23 and existential 

risks24. 

                                                      

22 Examples: Monte Carlo simulations, dedicated software like Cristal Ball, RiskMetrics, among others. 
23 “A “global risk” is defined as an uncertain event or condition that, if it occurs, can cause significant negative impact for several countries 
or industries within the next 10 years.” (WEF, 2019). Examples: extreme weather, Natural disasters, data fraud or theft, cyberattacks, large 
scale involuntary migration weapons of mass destruction, water crisis, biodiversity loss and ecosystem collapse, spread of infectious 
diseases, etc. 
24 Existential risks are ”…any risk that has the potential to eliminate all of humanity or, at the very least, kill large swaths of the global 
population, leaving the survivors without sufficient means to rebuild society to current standards of living.” (Future of Life Institute, 2019) 
Examples are: super volcanoes, asteroid impacts, nuclear war, biotechnology, AI, Climate change. 
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Table 28 – 4th IR The Firm 

 Capital structure Management Firm Risk Management 

4th IR 

Crowd funding 

Platform funding 

Venture capital 

Startups 

Professional management and 
Technological 
experts/visionaries 

Use of IT skills like AI.  

Startups 

Reputational risks 

Climate change risks 

Startups 

4.3.3. BUSINESS MODELS 

Business models are adapted to each product/service cost structure. Technology opens many 

possibilities for value creation in the design, production, commercialization and full life 

management of products and services. Table 29 and Table 30 present potential Business models. 

Table 29 - 4th IR Technology and Impact in Business Models (Part 1) 

 
4th IR 

technology  
Business 

Model 
Impact 

Design Platforms Co creation Costs reduction 

High customization (customer &suppliers) 

AI AI to support design Reduction of production costs via optimization of design 

Increase of production possibilities  

Virtual production 
facilities 

Virtual Business Reduction of production costs via optimization of process 

Increase of production possibilities 

Production Data collection 
and Analytics 

Process 
optimization 

Costs reduction due to optimization of process (using data). 

AI & VR Virtual Business Virtual expansion of production boundaries - Costs reduction 

AI, Smart systems Industrial Internet Costs reduction due to improvement in data quality, increase in 
production possibilities and just in time management. 

Data collection 
and Analytics, AI, 
Smart systems 

Event triggered 
production 

Production from time triggered to event triggered: 

On demand economy 

Costs reduction due to just in time management 

Data collection 
and Analytics, AI, 

Mirror world – 
Digital twins 

Costs reduction due to improvement in maintenance  

Use software to expand production boundaries 

Augmented virtual 
reality (AVR) 

Distance training 
and support 

Costs reduction improvement in processes and maintenance. 

Use software to expand production boundaries 

3D printing Co creation  

Distributed 
production 

Use software to expand production boundaries 

High customization (customer &suppliers) 

Shared 
manufacturing 

Shared assets Use software to expand production boundaries 

High customization (customer &suppliers) 

Reduction of production costs via optimization of process 
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Table 30 - 4th IR Technology and Impact in Business Models (Part 2) 

 
4th IR 

technology  
Business 

Model 
Impact 

Commercialization Data Analytics, AI Freemium 
(Free + 
Premium 
upgrade) 

Free content – additional features pay 

Capture value by personalized offers  

Increase Goodwill through publicity and raising awareness 

Data Analytics, AI Cross 
subsidies 

Some products subsidize others.  

Data Analytics, AI Advertising Increase Goodwill through publicity and raising awareness 

Data Analytics, 
AI, Smart 
systems 

Contract 
Service 
agreement 

Capture value by offering full life service 

Capture value by offering dynamically customized products 

Data Analytics, AI Personalized 
offers  

Capture value by offering fully integrated complementary products, 
customized products. 

Use software to expand production boundaries and market place. 

Platforms and 
Data analytics 

Reward work Generate revenue from services as solving “captchas” 

Use software to expand production boundaries 

Platforms Gift economy The products/contents are generated in a pro bono basis (example 
Wikipedia) 

Product/service 
full life 
management  

Data Analytics, 
AI, Smart 
systems (Internet 
of Everything) 

Product Life 
Cycle 
Management 

Reduction of maintenance costs 

Increase value of product/service by adding data or 
transformational features (smart systems and blockchain) 

Use software to expand production boundaries 

Firm management AI AI in 
management 

Increase company’s performance by improving organizational 
culture and meritocracy. 

AI, Platforms Mixed skill 
teams 

Mix business and traditional and IT tech 

Increase company’s performance 

Use software to expand production boundaries 

AI, Data Analytics fraud 
prevention 

Reduce costs of fraud detection and losses of fraud 

AI, Platforms Vertical and 
horizontal 
integration 

Use software to expand production boundaries 

Reduce costs by improving efficiency 

 

From Table 29  and Table 30 it is visible that new tools allow the expansion of production frontiers 

at an accessible cost. For example, anyone can study mechanical suspension and motor 

adjustments in cars in the game GT in the PlayStation. This system allows the change of the 

mechanical conditions and the to test them in many circuits and conditions. 

Also, there is an increased control of processes, the relation with the customer can be expanded 

through product/service full life. Client assets can be optimized on a service-based model using 

the internet of things, cloud systems, 3-D printing... A product can be changed remotely after the 

sale, for example a at maximum power, or driving regime, comfort, sport. Another example could 

be to directly print a tool in the customer facilities from the design sent by the manufacturer.  

The Mirror world Business model applies to 

⋅ Dangerous situations 
⋅ Remote locations 
⋅ Complex technology – scarcity of technological skills 
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Table 31 - 4th IR Business Models 

Products/Services Organization 

4th IR 

Hardware 

Software 

Combined goods (physical + informational 
(digital) goods) 

Black box products due to high technical 
complexity 

Experiences (based in VR and in AVR) 

Expertise in the 4th IR technologies 

Work (example solving captchas) 

Support to Hardware and Software 

Firms from highly specialized to broad band 

Virtualized Firms 

Incorporation of 4th IR (AI +Platforms + VR) in all businesses to 
produce marketable business 

Work provided by high level professionals and consultancy firms 

Regulation very important due to the technologies high level of 
technicality and scope of impact in society. 

Regulation addresses network effects and information 
asymmetries 

 

4.3.4. ECONOMIC MODELS 

4th IR technologies (Table 29 and Table 30) show an economic system with strong network effects 

and many lock-in opportunities conferring a disproportionate power to the businesses that are the 

firsts to master technology. This creates a winner-takes-all system, in which monopolies and 

excessive commercial power can be in the hands of a single company. 

On the others hand, due to the facilitation in data and physical processes connectivity the frontiers 

among supplier, internal processes and customers might be diffuse and lasting partnerships might 

make their way, through joint ventures or some other integrative structure. Both situations 

previously described raise privacy concerns regarding data ownership, security and privacy. 

The economic/social concern about human utility facing AI and other IT tools has already been 

partially discussed in 4.1.2. HUMAN CAPITAL in page 47. Here the main concern will regard the 

relation with workers. According to David Nordfors, (2019) there are two perspectives, the first is 

a task centered economy, the second a human centered economy. In the first, the economic 

activities are split into tasks and these can be done with IT, leaving humans unemployed and 

uncared for. In the second machines liberate humans from routine work and humans are assigned 

creative, artistic, designing, complex open-end tasks generating value.  

A phenomenon that is considered a 4th IR innovation, the “gig economy”, also known as 

“collaborative economy” or “sharing economy” (Kobie, 2018), based on hyper flexible individual 

task contracting, in reality is no news. On demand daily or hourly contracting has always been 

pursued by employers. What has prevented it from expanding has been labor and worker’s 

regulation, otherwise many workers would still be in the miserable conditions of the 1st IR. Even 

if the “gig economy” is profitable for Firms in the short-term, in low added value tasks, from a 

societal welfare perspective these jobs have a negative impact: “gig” workers usually are low paid, 

do not benefit from any social system protection, provide uninteresting services (like transporting 

goods and driving), are low paid, and in the end do not have time, money, health or motivation to 

invest in skills upgrade. On the other hand, since their service is considered highly replaceable 

by the Firm, that will not invest in them. So, from a society perspective the gig economy is a 

poverty trap. The proposed Economic models are presented in Table 32: 
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Table 32 - 4th IR Economic Models 

 Market Structure Coordination mechanisms 

4th IR 

Zero marginal costs of digital goods 

Platform based 

Global markets 

Highly networked 

Many lock-in opportunities (Advanced technology, 
black box systems, restriction in access) 

Simultaneously massified and customized markets 

Autoregulation of technological companies (to avoid 
unbundle 

Increasing importance of Unions 

Regulation important to unbundle natural monopolies, 
regulate the network effect and protect data 

Limits on the over financialization of economy 

 

4.3.5. DEVELOPMENT BLOCKS 

In this section, some potential Development blocks are presented. The first is the intelligent design 

& materials development block and is presented in Figure 6: 

Figure 6 – 4th IR Intelligent design & materials Development Block  

 

 

The technologies that are omnipresent in all stages are: 

⋅ Robotics (Includes drones and remote machine operation) 
⋅ Smart systems 
⋅ AI processing (Includes: machine learning, AI Models, big data and data analytics) 
⋅ Cloud computing and digital platforms 
⋅ Quantum technology 
⋅ VR/AVR 

 

The second is the Advanced Human Development Block and is presented in Figure 7. 
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Figure 7 – 4th IR Advanced Human Development Block 

 

The technologies of the Human development Block are: 

⋅ Metabolic engineering 
⋅ Cellular mapping 
⋅ Edited biology 
⋅ Advanced gene therapy 
⋅ Organs on chips 
⋅ AI 
⋅ Bioborg 
⋅ Cyborg 

 

The technology that are omnipresent in all stages are AI processing and Advanced genetic 

therapy. 

From Figure 6 and Figure 7 it is visible the pervasiveness of AI processing, Robotics, Smart 

systems, Cloud computing and digital platforms, Quantum technology and Virtual reality and 

augmented reality. 
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4.3.6. STATE ROLE 

Table 33 - 4th IR State Role 

 Organization Investment Social risk management Market regulation 

4th IR 

Support private 
entrepreneurs that 
provide (at least 
partially) public 
goods 

 

Provide the basic 
rules of society 
operation 

Innovation development 

Entrepreneurial State 
(Mazzucato, 2015, pg. 
203,204) 

 

Innovation elated with 
health, cyber risk, climate 
change 

 

Infrastructure development 

Investment in Big science: 
quantum computing, nuclear 
fusion 

A new green deal 

 

Education 

Promote Firms investment 
in strategic technologies 
and in worker’s skills 
development 

Promote IT literacy 

 

UBI (Universal basic 
income) 

 

Prevent the over 
financialization of society 

 

Labor laws 

 

Manage social risks such 
as IT, Climate change. 
Financialization, etc. 

 

Prevent asymmetric power 
balances such as Social 
engineering 

Prevent IT monopolies 

 

Promote fiscal fairness 
(switch from taxing labor 
to taxing assets – 
robots) 

 

Promote the social role 
of unions 

 

Proactive role to 
regulation and market 
definition 

 

The State main roles: organization, investment, social risk management and market regulation 

are the same then previously, meaning that although technology changes the fundamental 

operation of the economic system remains the same. As in other revolutions, technology’s 

dissemination and pervasiveness can be supported (push & pull) by adequate State measures. 

The countries/regions who better foster technologies, specially GPT, and related development 

blocks will be able to capture more of the early gains. 

The increase of the State role in R&D in the 4th IR calls for an Entrepreneurial State. This is a 

Developmental State that invests in R&D, develops completely new markets in new technologies 

and participates economically in the commercial applications of the developed technology 

(Mazzucato, 2015). 

Due to the extent of network externalities and complementarities of the 4th IR technologies it is 

important that their activities should be regulated proactively and adequately from an early hour. 

The State should also support private entrepreneurs that are providing (at least partially) public 

goods in innovative sectors to be able to develop their businesses. 

The State must address emerging societal risks, such as climate change, in which IT can 

contribute with predictive science (AI), through decentralizing physical and digital assets (Cloud 

computing) by using machines in extreme situations (smart machines in rescue operations), 

through better design of structures (houses, cities, roads. Contributions to risk management 

related with biology can be the sustainable production of food and feed, the taming of diseases, 

the collaborative human/machine systems. 

There are specific 4th IR societal risks, that the State must address, such as privacy threats 

through data harvesting, or social engineering. 
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5. FIR APPLICATION: GROWTH STAGNATION IN WESTERN ECONOMIES 

FIR has been applied to the past IRs, and to the current 4th IR. FIR has proven to be a systematic 

framework that can be applied to societal transitions. The next step will be to test if the FIR 

presented in METHODOLOGY (pg. 12) can be applied to a specific problem, that is, if a 

framework based on technology, energy and institutions can contribute to explain 

transformational phenomenon of smaller scale than industrial revolutions. This would increase 

FIR utility and can contribute with additional insights to complex problems. 

The problem to be addressed is the stagnation of growth in developed western economies. 

Currently there are two opposing views about growth. One, supported by the techno-pessimists, 

argues that growth will never achieve previous levels due to the exhaustion of technological 

development possibilities (Gordon, 2016, pg.320). The other, supported by techno-optimists 

(Mokyr, 2009, 2016, 2018) (Brynjolfsson et al, 2014) (Kurzweil, 2006), argue that this is just a 

stalling moment and growth will return. There is still another perspective, somewhere between 

the two previous ones, defending that growth will increase in the presence of adequate political, 

strategic and social measures (Mazzucato, 2015), (Piketty, 2014), (Jacobs et al, 2016). In this 

work, they will be called (rather freely) the techno-realistic. 

This Growth was evident until 197025, since then GDP has been decreasing (Figure 8) 

Figure 8 - GDP per capita growth [%] (World Bank, 2018) 

 

The first issue to be addressed is how growth is measured. Growth is measured by GDP 

methodology, a statistical tool designed in the 1940s that measures “all economic output 

generated within the nation’s boundary” (Coyle, 2014, pg.25), and is fitted a mass production 

economy (Coyle, 2014 pg.126). When in presence of most of the non-monetized innovations that 

started with the 2nd IR and since then have been increasing through 3rd IR and the 4th IR (Table 

26, Table 27 and Table 45) GDP has some difficulties in evaluating intangibles (Coyle, 2014 

pg.130). That is, GDP does not capture technological evolutions (Coyle, 2014, pg. 88), such as 

                                                      

25 The date 1970 applies to the USA, in some countries was some years later. 
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the improvement in variety, in freshness and in availability of fresh food products, the increase in 

speed, in comfort, in quality, in load capacity, and price decline of cars, the value of instant 

communication, the value of instantaneous news and entertainment (Gordon, 2016, pg. 321), this 

trend increases in presence of non-monetized externalities. Although GDP’s methodology might 

not fully incorporate and translate the economic activity it is not the cause why growth is declining 

(Gordon, 2016, pg. 566). 

5.1 TECHNOLOGY 

When applying FIR to the Growth stagnation problem the first point to evaluate is FIR Technology. 

After 1970 there was the introduction of some GPT (Table 4): Semiconductor, Microprocessor, 

computer, Internet and biotechnology. These GPT had physical and information structures and 

improved Processes and provided Expansion. 

Technology had been playing an important role in the 20th century. In WWII, it was determinant 

in the war victory, namely the atomic bomb, the radar, the super-charged Rolls-Royce engine 

(Kennedy, 2013). During the war resources and human power were very scarce, consequently 

industry became more efficient in the use of materials and energy. 

When the war ended, some countries recognized that peace and sovereignty was only possible 

as long as they had advanced (military) technology to secure peace. Consequently, the USA 

founded several State research units: The National Laboratories (DOE, 2018), the Defense 

Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA, 2018), among others. These research units would 

prove fundamental in the development of the technologies that would propel the 3rd IR, such as: 

semiconductors, microprocessors, computers, internet, biotechnology, among many others.  

The 2nd IR brought more complex industries that needed higher skilled workers. These were 

organized in unions and workers shared a part of the wealth generated in Firms through 

increasing wages, defined benefit pension plans, health care and housing support. Unions played 

an important role in this process, actively participating in activities ranging from work scheduling 

to collective bargaining. All this has changed after 1970’s. 

5.2 ENERGY 

From 1970 onwards there wasn’t any introduction of a new energy sources neither of new energy 

carriers (Table 6, pg. 28) the average available power only increased 6 fold (Table 8, pg. 31), that 

is small when compared with other transitions. Energy Services improved in non-monetized 

qualitative attributes (Table 10, pg. 34, and Table 11, pg. 35). 

5.3 INSTITUTIONS 

After WII, institutions played an important role, in Europe, the first post-war years were dedicated 

to reconstruction. From 1948 to 1952, the USA helped to rebuild Europe through the Marshall 
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Plan26 (Bishop, 2004). In 1952, the European Union project emerged as a political initiative to 

prevent future wars. First the European Coal and Steel Community (launched in 1950), then the 

European Economic Community (established in 1958) and the European Atomic Energy 

Community (in established in 1957). 

Table 12 and Table 13 (pg. 36) show the externalities: 

⋅ Network - public roads, ICT and electric grids, the internet 
⋅ Complementarities - public roads, ICT and electric grids, the internet 
⋅ R&D Spill overs - the State financed R&D  
⋅ Increase resilience in physical, informational structures - public roads, ICT and 

electric grids, the internet, regulation, firms, Environmental protection laws 
⋅ Human life - longer and healthier life, hedonic culture, privacy. 
⋅ Biophysical world - depletion of natural resources, pollution (air and water), man-

made existential risks  

 

The positive effects of externalities, namely the Network and Complementarities should be visible 

in development blocks and consequently in growth. 

In the 1970s, industrial productivity began to slow down (Gordon, 2016), consequence of a slower 

market expansion (less demand) and smaller increase in productivity Consequently, the return 

on invested capital in industrial firms began to diminish due to stagnant economic growth and 

increasing market competition (Epstein, 2005. Pg. 7). In 1970, Milton Friedman published his 

famous article “The social responsibility of Business is to increase its profits” (Friedman, 1970), 

which put forward the view that the maximization of shareholder value should be a business’ main 

objective. This perspective changed top management priorities and disrupted the pre-existing 

stakeholder equilibrium empowering the prioritization to increase the return on shareholder’s 

investment. In 1999, the Clinton Administration repealed the Glass-Steagall Act (Davis et al, 2015) 

freeing the financial markets from regulation, it became easier for individuals and small investing 

firms to trade on the FIRE (Finance, Insurance, Real Estate) sector (Lazonick, 2014), where the 

returns were apparently higher (Foster, 2017). The easier access to trade increased the volume 

of traded assets (and also speculation). As a consequence, investors started switching from the 

real economy into the FIRE sector. In order to attract investment, non-financial firms (NFF) were 

forced into a regime of downsizing and distribution, to be able to deliver free cash flow to 

shareholders. 

Competition for investment between the financial and NFF (industrial) sectors generated a 

“misallocation of resources” (Storm, 2018, pg.314). This in turn has led to a fundamental shift by 

management in the private corporate sector from a long-term productive approach to adopting 

the rationale and instruments of financial markets (Nölke, 2017; pg.35), (Storm, 2018), (Epstein, 

2005). Non-financial firms adopted the mantra of maximizing shareholder value (Davis et al, 2015; 

                                                      

26 The Marshall Plan was the post-war reconstruction plan mostly financed by the USA GDP (1%) and by Canada’s, that 
occurred from 1948 till 1952 (Bishop, 2004). 
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pg. 5) and began to engage in practices narrowly focused on increasing shareholder returns at 

the cost of long-term sustainability: 

⋅ Massive dividend payments and significant share buybacks (Crotty in Van der 
Zwan, 2014), (Lazonick, 2014) that divert funds from investment in productive 
capacity such as research and development (R&D) 

⋅ Workers’ wages and benefits reduction (Lazonick, 2014) thus hurting workers’ 
commitment to companies, and also workers’ professional development (for 
example new skills that would be obtained through in-house training) 

⋅ Sliced big companies into “global commodity chain structures” (Wade in Storm, 
2018) with the “…lightest possible base of assets and employment through spinoffs 
and layoffs” (Zuckerman in Davis et al, 2015) 

The big companies slicing and the possibilities caused by technological innovation that enabled 

the sharing of project design and tools allowed the emergence and development of small and 

medium enterprises. These have received part of the big companies’ business and workers.  

This phenomenon is “[…] financialization as a pattern of accumulation in which profits accrue 

primarily through financial channels rather than through trade and commodity production” 

according to (Krippner, 2005; pg. 174). Financialization destroys many of positive externalities 

that exist, such as the positive effects of networks, complementarities, decrease in transaction 

costs. When this occurs, the development blocks became less able to generate wealth and 

develop and disseminate technology. 

Financialization in the corporate sector in developed economies caused a shift of economic 

activity from production to finance” (Foster, 2007) and the consequent deindustrialization 

(Svilokos, 2017, pg.599), fall in the rate of growth in business (Stockhammer, 2000), rise in 

income inequality (Assa, 2012), damage of traditional sources of excellency and innovation, such 

as R&D and apprentice type training. So, even if financialization seems to create value in the 

short run for investors, it destroys economic value for society. 

Technology has also played an important role in supporting financialization using high-speed 

analytical data processing to rapidly evaluate financial assets (Davis et al, 2015; pg.9), and by 

enabling “Over the Counter” (OTC) transactions27 (Goddard et al, 2016; pg. 100). 

The financialization in Firms destroyed some of the processes that allowed the redistribution of 

economic welfare: the workers lifelong increasing wages and investment in R&D. Through the 

lifelong increase in wages, workers could buy assets through mortgages, and pay lifelong, thus 

originating private investment. With actual wage stagnation this mechanism almost does not exist. 

The other process that contributed to economic welfare was Firm’s investment in R&D, like the 

historical Bell Labs. Currently, due to the constant pressure on returns to shareholders, Firms do 

not prioritize investment in R&D. They rather prefer to purchase, copy or steal technology. The 

most frequent method consists in acquiring Startups. These pop out due to the immateriality of 

                                                      

27 They can be: Hedge Funds, Exchange Traded Funds, Special Purpose Vehicles, Private Equity Firms, Asset Management firms, among 
others. 
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current innovation: usually computers, processing capacity, cloud space and ideas, much 

different from the technologies of previous era that needed more investment in physical assets, 

such as machines and labs. 

R&D is a particular activity that needs a special kind of capital: Patient Capital. This is capital 

available for long term commitment “The patient capital model …does not have a fixed investment 

period and spans across the stages of development from early phase to later stage scale-up and 

growth.” (WEF, 2018), in opposition to commercial capital or venture capital. 

R&D activity is characterized in the first stages (Table 34) by a high loss risk: 

Table 34 - Risk of loss [%] (Pierrakis in Mazzucato, 2015, pg. 55): 

Stage Risk of loss [%] 

Seed stage 66.2 

Start-up stage 53.0 

Second stage 33.7 

Third stage 20.1 

Bridge or pre-public stage 20.9 

 

The early stages of a new product development are characterized by Knightian uncertainty, that 

is, due to the high degree of uniqueness, one cannot predict a possible distribution of the outcome 

because it is impossible to form a group of instances (Knight in Mazzucato, 2015, pg.65). Risk 

can be modelled and measured by probabilistic models while uncertainty can’t. So, when 

innovating in greenfield subjects it is impossible to predict the possible outcomes, either in results 

(accomplish a solution, yes or no) either in time (when it is expected to be accomplished). 

Incremental innovation in an existing research pipeline can be predicted with some error, whereas 

innovation rate in completely new subjects cannot, thus increasing its uncertainty. 

Due to the Knightian uncertainty and the long-time needed to develop green-field innovations, 

their development is incompatible with private capital28. This gets worse under the current 

financialization of the economy. 

Until the 1960s, in USA and Europe, there was considerable State investment in R&D through 

military and civil spending. The economic activity was mainly industrial, and capacity was always 

lagging market demand. The economic activity was able to generate large economic surpluses 

that provided good returns for investors. In the post-war years it was common for industrial firms 

to grow and develop into conglomerates and multinationals. There was redistribution of the wealth 

generated with stakeholders. 

 

 

                                                      

28 Venture capital usually prefers 3 to 5 years investments but can go till 10 years (Gosh and Nanda in Mazzucato, 2015, pg. 56). 
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Before the 1970s, patient capital for R&D was provided by the State, Firm Labs and even banks. 

From the 1970 onwards financialization had impacts on technology development due to: 

⋅ Corporate aiming at maximizing profits end up investing less in research 
(Mazzucato, 2015; pg. 66); 

⋅ The retreat of the ‘entrepreneurial state’ (Mazzucato in Jacobs et al., 2016; pg. 
107); 

⋅ The disappearance of patient capital (Mazzucato in Jacobs et al., pg.109); 
⋅ Mergers and acquisitions, often done at the ‘expense of investment in productive 

capabilities’ (Lazonick, 2014). 

 

Nowadays only the State remains consistently investing in R&D and under very special conditions 

some development banks or special purpose Finds. The State can provide patient capital for 

R&D, but should do so by participating in the equity of the companies that use commercially the 

innovation it has financed. This is possible by being an Entrepreneurial State (Mazzucato, 2015, 

pg. 204, 205), i.e., by: 

⋅ keeping a golden share - an equity position; 
⋅ creating a national innovation fund funded by the royalties returns. The assets 

would be used by the State to fund future research; 
⋅ promoting financing through development banks. 

 

The State investment in companies that were based on public R&D should always be considered 

in a portfolio perspective. This allows failures, but collects interesting gains from the survival ones. 

Successful technology firms such as Apple and Alphabet have their origins in technologies 

developed in USA laboratories and financed by the State (Mazzucato, 2015, pg. 102). They were 

innovative in the way they combined basic technologies to provide new and disruptive products, 

but they did not develop the basic technology they use (Mazzucato, 2015; pg.99). So, they should 

compensate society. A first step would be by paying fair taxes, a second would be to invest 

massively in R&D and a third would be to invest in workers education and social benefits 

(increasing wages included). These actions make more economic sense than share buybacks. 

The consequences of the diminution in R&D investment in western developed countries is visible 

in (Figure 10) although both the USA and the EU have been making investments in innovation 

(Figure 9), there are remarkable differences in output (measured by the number of patents). 
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Figure 9 - R&D investment (OECD, 2018) 

 

 

From its earliest hour, the EU invested in research. Beginning in 1983 with the Esprit Program 

(European strategic program on research in IT). Many research programs followed, till in 2010, 

the EU created the innovation union, launching the Europe 2020 strategy. In 2014, the program 

Horizon 2020 was created, running from 2014 to 2020, with a budget of nearly €80 billion. 

(EU, 2014). 

Figure 10 shows that till 1965, the USA were the absolute leaders in the number of patent 

applications, till 2005 they were outpaced by Japan, then recuperated for about 5 more years, 

and from 2010 onwards China is the indisputable leader. 

 

Figure 10 - Trend in patent applications for the top five offices (WIPO, 2018) 

 

By applying FIR to the stagnation of growth the solution does not lie with the techno-pessimists, 

nor with the techno-optimists, but with the techno-realistic, that is growth will increase in the 

presence of adequate political, strategic and social measures (Mazzucato, 2015), (Piketty, 2014), 

(Jacobs et al, 2016) that are presented in Table 35: 
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Table 35 – Political, strategic and social measures to limit financialization impact on R&D 

 Political, strategic and social measures to limit financialization impact on R&D 

Regulation Legal obligation to pay taxes on profits in each country where the company operates; 

Standardization of taxes on capital and labor; Progressive tax on capital (Piketty, 2014; 473); 

Banning share buybacks (Lazonick, 2014); 

Tax on financial transactions Tobin tax / EU Financial Transaction Tax Directive (Nölke, 2017; pg. 38); 

Tight control over and regulation of OTC transactions and of securitization operations; 

Mandatory corporate investment in R&D (based on (Mazzucato, 2015; pg. 37); 

Mandatory corporate social responsibility policies. 

Corporate 
management 

Banning management stock options (Lazonick, 2014); 

Limit the amount of financial investments in NFF; 

Seat workers on company boards (Lazonick, 2014); 

Promoting corporate social responsibility. 

State role Investment in R&D as Entrepreneurial state (Mazzucato, 2015; pg. 211); 

A policy of full employment rather than of labor market flexibility (Palley, 2007); 

Legal obligation of corporations to strive for a fair distribution of wealth in society; 

Development banks (Mazzucato, 2015; pg. 204), and Patient capital (Mazzucato, 2015; pg. 149). 

 

FIR has been applied to the past IRs, and to the current 4th IR. FIR has proven to be a systematic 

framework that can be applied to societal transitions. In this section FIR has also contributed to 

address a specific problem in smaller scale than the industrial revolutions. This increases FIR 

utility contribution to complex problems that involve technology, energy and institutions. 

 

6. DISCUSSION (FINAL CONSIDERATIONS) 

FIR covers the key components of the IRs, even when they are very different in their nature; being 

the first IRs characterized by physical changes, such as the introduction of new energy sources 

and transformation technologies and the recent IRs by the information changes, such as IT 

introduction and embeddedness. 

FIR TECHNOLOGY was applied to the previous IR. In the PIR, the technology development 

mechanism was mostly based on trial and error and serendipity (Mokyr, 2009, pg. 9), this explains 

why the GPTs took so long to appear and evolve.  

In Europe, in the early Middle Ages, knowledge dissemination was limited due to the scarcity of 

books. These were manually manufactured, their production expensive and time consuming. The 

existing books were confined to monasteries and under strict access. Also, the population were 

illiterate, at the exception of a few clergymen (Fletcher, 2003, pg.50). In those times there were 

some exceptions in unexpected places like the Cordoba and Fez29 libraries that possessed a 

large volume of books (Fletcher, 2003, pg.59). 

In the Late Middle Ages, there was an increase in artisan occupation, mostly due to royal 

patronage. This contributed to the improvement and commercialization of water wheels, 

eyeglasses and mechanical clocks (Landes, 1999, pg.45). A collateral benefit from technological 

                                                      

29 These libraries were important in preserving books with practical know-how from ancient Greece. These would later provide a 
fundamental contribution to the development of technology in the late Middle Ages. 
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improvement was the rise in agriculture productivity that provided rural households with extra food 

and idle time that was dedicated to domestic manual manufacture, thus giving way to the putting-

out system (Polanyi, 1944; pg.43) These activities enhanced manufacturing skills such as detailed 

and miniaturized work, measurement, repeatability, quality control, etc. 

Knowledge generation and dissemination changed much from PIR to the 1st IR. Knowledge 

became available, but more striking, it became fashionable. People gathered in scientific societies 

to discuss science, philosophy, technology or related themes (Mokyr, 2009, pg. 116). The printing 

industry that had appeared with Gutenberg on the 15th century provided a massive access to 

information transmitted by books. In parallel, literacy increased, and there was a proliferation of 

universities (Lipsey, 2005, pg. 229). 

In the 1st IR, technology development was the result of the combination of a scientific revolution 

with collective invention (Allen, 2017, pg.38, pg.48) generating and disseminating knowledge. 

Scientific erudition became fashionable, knowledge was created and shared in scientific societies. 

Scientists would work jointly with specialized artisans in the pursuit of solutions, in a collective 

invention approach (Unger in Allen, 2013, pg.13). For example, this was the process that allowed 

the technical improvements in fireplaces to be switch from wood to coal. This was achieved by 

scientists and constructors working together in the reconstruction after the great fire of London in 

1666 (Unger in Allen, 2013, pg.13). In the 1st IR the useful arts: science and technology were 

acknowledged as a path to reach social progress (Mokyr, 2009, pg.40). 

Factories were also a place of knowledge transmission and normalization (Allen, 2017, pg. 42). 

That is, the need to guarantee quality in final production and processes contributed to an 

organized skill development. Besides the improvements, in the 1st IR most jobs were still 

physically very demanding and performed in harsh conditions (Gordon, 2016, pg. 285). 

Over the years, the GPT complexity increased and new GPT were possible based on previous 

ones, like a Lego building block. For example: the steam engine was only developed when ore 

smelting was able to provide the materials with the adequate mechanical properties. Another 

example was printing that only evolved when ore smelting technologies matured. So, even if some 

GPTs are not direct consequence of previous ones, many of them benefited from earlier 

developments. 

The 2nd IR brought more complex industries along with the demand for higher skilled workers. 

With the help of machinery, jobs became less physically demanding and more interesting 

(Gordon, 2016, pg. 285). This period witnessed the growing power (and proliferation) of unions, 

giving workers more bargain power and a significant improvement in workers welfare. In Europe 

and in the USA, the 2nd IR occurred in times of economic expansion in which the main restriction 

was the limited production capacity in face of the increasing market demand (Hammer, 2002). 

The 3rd IR, brought many efficiencies based on the ICT Development Block, these reduced 

worker’s physical inputs, thus reducing their bargaining power: 
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“The automation, restructuring, and downsizing that has resulted from the late 

twentieth-century revolution in information and communication technologies (ICTs) 

has destroyed the jobs of many unskilled and semi-skilled factory workers as well as 

many in middle management.” (Lipsey, 2005, pg.7) 

The need for of specialized (physical) workers and middle management decreased significantly. 

The job market skew into the extremes, i.e., demanding more highly skilled (intellectual) 

professionals, and un-skilled ones, substantially decreasing the need for and employability of 

intermediate skills workers. Knowledge became more complex and relational thus increasing the 

demand for mixed specialists, for example engineering and management, HR management and 

IT, etc. 

FIR Energy applied to PIR has begun by identifying the land constraints. Combining data from 

Table 6 and Table 7, it is visible that land constraints persisted for a long time and were very 

difficult to overcome. Early technological innovations significantly contributed to alleviate this 

dependency, e.g., watermills, windmills, and sailing ships, the first land-independent prime 

movers. These technological advantages were significant and shaped history: the Dutch Golden 

Age in the 17th century was powered by the combination of windmills (and “affordable” peat) in 

the Netherlands (De Zeeuw, 1976; pg.3) (Kander, 2013; pg.62). 

From the 16th century onwards, the use of the overseas colonies ghost resources, namely ghost 

acres, was a major contribution to relieve the land constraint problem. European powers engaged 

in overseas trade importing raw materials, precious metals, food and even manpower that allowed 

economic expansion (Prada, 1966, pg.225, pg.229) (Table 16). 

The 1st IR introduced coal as a massified energy carrier, and the steam engine as the first fossil 

fuel prime mover. The combination coal/steam power allowed, for the first time, an extended 

liberation from the “land-constraint” (Kander, 2013, pg.159). The massified coal introduction 

expanded the total energy available for societal use. Its energy density was several times superior 

to the pre-existing energy carriers and its use was far more flexible. Coal had been used for 

centuries in specific situations in heating, but its use was not generalized, because of several 

technical problems (Unger in Allen, 2013, pg.13), namely that household fireplaces had to be 

adapted to adequately exhaust the combustion gases. The technical problems were overcome 

through a widespread process of collaborative invention (Allen, 2017 pg.48). With this success, 

coal use was disseminated in the regions that had both coal mines and expensive labor 

(Henriques, 2011; pg. 160). This process would shape the development paths in the following 

centuries (Henriques, 2011 pg.251): 

“… the long-run study of energy transitions … suggests a strong interconnection 

between natural resource endowments (specially coal), early industrialization and 

high historical levels of energy intensity as opposed to the lack of energy resources, 

late industrialization and low energy intensive path of southern economies.” 
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By applying FIR Technology to the 1st IR, one can conclude that , energy and technology were 

much intertwined: Coal and steam power machines made way to replace manpower (labor) by 

capital (Kander, 2013 pg.121). Factories appeared replacing artisanal workshops and the putting-

out system30. The combination coal/steam engine allowed the use of power far away from its 

sources (Kander, 2013, pg.124). For the first-time factories could be located away from waterfalls 

and could benefit from extra power from a centralized power source (Smil, 2017, pg.317). 

In the first years of the steam engine introduction, its maximum power was of the same magnitude 

as its contemporaneous available Prime Movers (Table 7). With time the steam engine technology 

evolved, and its maximum power reached considerable high values, like the Cornish steam 

engines that reached up to 300 hp (Nance, 2013). 

On the factory floor, the power delivered by the steam drive was constrained by the physical limits 

of the transmission materials and the transmission losses (due to belt friction). Redundancy was 

also a major problem since there was only one centralized power source. In addition, factories 

were crowded and noisy, thus unpleasant and dangerous working places prone to accidents 

(Smil, 2017, pg.317). 

The 2nd IR introduced new energy sources: oil and natural gas and nuclear energy. A disruptive 

energy carrier was also mastered in the 2nd IR; electricity. 

Crude oil is first extracted from the earth, then subjected to refining to obtain separated industrial 

finishing products such as gasoline, diesel, heating oil, etc. The commercial exploration of oil 

began in 1855 with kerosene used for lighting. In the 20th century oil became a game changer 

due to its higher energy density when compared with the contemporary already existing energy 

carriers (Table 6), oil is also very flexible, and can be used as petrol by cars, as fuel for aviation, 

as heating oil, as lubricant, i.e. it has a plethora of uses and almost no existing product could 

substitute it (Kander, 2013, pg.266). 

Natural gas is composed mostly by methane (75-95%), ethane, propane and butane (Downwey, 

2009, pg.173). Natural Gas began as an oil byproduct. As energy prices rose and technology 

developed, it became possible to transport natural gas in the liquefied form: liquefied natural gas 

(LNG) that could be shipped over great distances in LNG tankers (Downwey, 2009, pg. 176). 

Nuclear power plants using atomic fission to generate electrical energy have been used since the 

1950s and have been increasing efficiency and security (Irvine, 2011). 

Control of electricity is a revolution in itself. It is “…a superior form of energy, (…) only electricity 

combines instant and effortless access with the ability to serve very reliably every consuming 

sector except flying.” (Smil, 2017, pg. 317). Electricity allowed revolutionary changes in the factory 

floor: the access to a very reliable power source, power independence from generating sources, 

                                                      

30 The putting out system in the PIR consisted of home manufacturing activity, carried out by the families of farmers at times of the year 
when there was no or little agriculture activity (Polanyi, 1944; pg. 43). 
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autonomy and control in each working station, along with the reduction of noise and, most 

remarkably, of the risk of injury (Smil, 2017, pg.317). 

Electrification opened a world of possible new industries such as metalworking, electrochemical, 

micromachining, computing, electronic controlling, air conditioning, food refrigeration, TV 

industries (Smil, 2017, pg.317), (Gordon, 2016, pg.319). Electrification also contributed decisively 

to the geographical expansion of industries31, offices and households. With air conditioning, it 

became possible to work and live in warmer climates (Gordon, 2016, pg. 361). 

In the 2nd IR electrification was a process game changer by providing “Precise, flexible, and 

individual power control” (Smil, 2017, pg.317). In the beginning of the 2nd IR, electricity allowed 

the widespread adoption of assembly lines (Nye in Smil, 2017, pg.317), and later on, it launched 

specialized industries: metalworking and electrochemical industries, light bulbs, generators 

(dynamos), transmission wires, steam and water turbines (Smil, 2017, pg.317). Electricity is the 

GPT for communications (signal transmission and control technology), for medical diagnoses, 

among many others. 

Electrification contributed to overall system efficiency increase (Figure 5), in generation, in 

transmission and distribution and in consumption. Power generation started with steam engines 

with very low efficiencies. From 1700 till 1850, power generation efficiency was less than 10%. In 

the late 19th century, steam turbines with Rankine cycle made their way, and by 1950 their 

efficiency had increased up to 20%. The Rankine cycle was further exploited with the introduction 

of the regenerative cycle, the reheat cycle, the supercritical pressure, reaching 40% efficiency. 

Then, in the 1990s, the combined cycle emerged and the combination of gas turbines with steam 

turbines allowed efficiency to rise to 60%. At the same time, ultra-Supercritical pressure became 

real, allowing steam turbines efficiency to surpass 40% (Fell, 2017). In transmission and 

distribution, the losses are, in Europe, between 2% and 10% (CEER, 2017, pg.17). 

In industry, power obtained from electrical motors has high efficiency (more than 75%), than 

previous systems, but also had more positive collateral benefits since electric power allows more 

functional factory floor layouts (David, 2003, pg.135), better organization of the work flow 

(assembly lines), individual, independent, highly controlled and flexible working stations (power 

and machine operation). Electrified industries improve safety, reliability, cleanliness, efficiency, 

comfort, among others (Smil, 2017, pg.317). 

Also, in households, electrification was a major revolution allowing safer illumination (Gordon, 

2016, pg.43), increased safety (by diminishing the fires caused by candles and firewood). Later 

on, electricity provided communication (Gordon, 2016, pg.181, pg.195, pg.319), a myriad of 

household appliances that enabled a variety of services such as food preservation (Gordon, 2016, 

                                                      

31 It was the expansion of air conditioning that allowed a massive move of factories from the North of the USA to the South (Gordon, 2016, 
pg. 361). 
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pg.70), comfort and many hands of extra power to do the housework. Electricity introduced 

innovation in households that increased human comfort, health and productivity. 

In contrast with the previous Era, the 3rd IR did not witness the introduction of new sources of 

energy, or energy primers, instead it was characterized by the massified launch of information 

technologies (TI) and automation (Table 4). These technologies induced the progress of sectors 

such as energy and institutions. IT and automation induced electrical energy demand and at the 

same time provided the tools to scale up electrification and improve in efficiency of the electrical 

system through increase in transmission and distribution efficiency and in the maximum power of 

power plants. On the other end of the energy scale, the transistor was the invention that allowed 

mastering electricity in very small quantities, propelling the Information and Technology Industry 

(ICT). This was the base for microprocessors, integrated circuits, personal computers, among 

other technologies that would later on change the way in which industry and organizations work. 

The vast adoption of ICT in society, with the subsequent increase in efficiency, enhanced a period 

of progress. 

The new possibilities originated by the access to information and process control, provided by IT 

and automation, caused many collateral social changes, such as a boost in access to finance 

(IPOs), new options in customer and supply management and in risk management among many 

others. These changes go far beyond the narrow view of some authors that defend the 3rd IR 

most visible result was entertainment (Gordon, 2016, pg.320). But it is the same author that 

identifies the 3rd IR improvements in: ICT, internet, e-commerce, computers, processing capacity 

(allowing advances in science, finance, insurance, among others), medicine (better 

instrumentation and better treatments) (Gordon, 2016). 

Further on, what is currently called entertainment cannot be reduced to hedonistic ludic activities. 

The 3rd IR provided the media with an immediate social impact that allowed the delivery of 

catastrophe warnings, the management of aid in emergencies, the education of isolated or distant 

people, etc.  In the 1990s, digital, informatization and communication enabled process monitoring 

and control. Consequently, in organizations, it was possible to control workflows, cashflows, 

processes, assets and so forth. This was the reengineering and enterprise resource planning 

(ERP) golden moment (NASEM, 2017, pg.29) (Hammer, 2002). Although the terminology usually 

uses “business” and “enterprise”, these changes in processes and organization did also occur in 

other structures such as governments, hospitals universities, schools, etc. 

Later on, the 3rd IR provided a new set of tools, such as inexpensive communication, 

teleconference, telework, among others. Although they have contributed to improve societal 

wellbeing their value is hardly recognized using traditional economic measuring features such as 

the Gross Domestic Product (GDP), this mismeasurement dates from the 2nd IR, when it is 

believed to have been even greater (Gordon, 2016, pg. 566). 
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Another process that gained additional momentum with the 3rd IR was Biotechnology32. 

Biotechnology’s development is anchored in electricity, informatization, miniaturization, control 

systems technology, among others. 

FIR Institutions begins in PIR, when markets were small local fairs, occurring in specific days and 

where traded goods were limited to agricultural products and tools. Other products, such as 

religious relics and jewelry, would seldom appear and be directly sold to the most well-offs. The 

few Firms that existed were familiar, the capital was raised within the family, and they were 

managed by elements of the family. In case of bankruptcy, all family assets would be liable, it was 

a personal liability. 

In PIR, in Europe during the Medieval Age, war was common, and the society was feudal (Table 

19). These were times of instability, commerce was constrained to small and episodic markets, 

and the traded goods were very limited in quantity and quality.  

In the late Medieval Age, commercial activity started to expand in cities, much sponsored by 

monarchs’ patronage. Consequently, increased the number or artisans of manufactured goods, 

and by the end of the Medieval Age, peace had expanded as a consequence of the sovereign 

States. Which had emerged as military powers securing the territory and enforcing law and 

property rights. 

In the Renaissance, commercial societies began to emerge, namely in the maritime cities, as 

Venice and Genoa. Partnerships would form for a single trading expedition. Associates would 

include capitalists and managers with unlimited liability (Prada 1966, pg. 169). 

In the 16th century, European nations started to expand overseas. Among them, Britain stood out 

by the efficacy in using its military force to ensure commercial expansion: the Mercantilism. This 

was supported by military force and regulatory protection (Polanyi, 2001, pg. 73). Under this 

system Britain traded with the colonies, acquiring raw materials in exchange of manufactured 

goods. This trade was protected over land and sea by the Royal Army and the Royal Navy, who 

fought rebellions, riots, piracy and provided escorts to commercial activities. Businesses were 

also under a protectionist customs policy that prevented other states of participating (Allen, 2017, 

pg. 3) and produced a positive trade balance, contributing to the development of the British trading 

and manufacturing companies (Prada, 1966, pg.235). This strategy protected British handicraft 

goods that soon achieved variety, quality and quantity. Mercantilism allowed Britain to establish 

and strengthen its industry, secure mining monopolies, attract foreign labor and save its raw 

materials (using overseas ghost resources) (Prada, 1966, pg.238). All of this contributed to the 

accumulation of wealth that later would finance many of the investments in innovations of the 

1st IR. 

                                                      

32 “Biotechnology means any technological application that uses biological systems, living organisms, or derivatives thereof, to make or 
modify products or processes for specific use.” (Convention on Biological Diversity, 2018). 
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From the 16th to the 18th century, the British State granted support and protection to chartered 

companies, through exclusive rights to geographic monopolies and warehouse’s rights. The 

companies had collective and independent management, capital was collectively provided by 

their associates, Liability was limited, associates participated in profits and were not allowed to 

intervene in businesses (Prada, 1966, pg.178, pg.308). The national protectionist economic 

policies were the indispensable foundation of Mercantilism (Polanyi, 2001; pg. 73). 

By the end of the 17th century insurance played an important role in risk management since 

maritime ventures began to be frequent. Insurance started at the Edward Lloyds coffee house, in 

London, where most of its patrons were sailors and information circled about arrivals, departures, 

and voyages. This establishment become specialized in maritime ventures intelligence, it soon 

started to provide insurance to underwritten maritime trading expeditions (Lloyds, 2018). 

In the 17th century most industries had modest capital needs and were carried out in partnerships 

(Misson et al in Ireland, 2008). In the sectors where capital needs were higher, the typical 

structure would be the joint-stock companies. These started with a capital fund, were structured 

with shares that could be traded and had a clear distinction among ownership and management 

(Ireland, 2008). The East India Holland Company the most successful model of a joint stock 

company. This chartered company was established in 1602 with an initial capital subscription 

under the joint-stock model, in which the company shareholders did not intervene in management. 

The company operated in monopoly between the Cape of Good Hope and the Magellan Strait 

and was responsible for the defense and management of the territories and share with the Crown 

the profits and seized goods. The first operating licenses were time limited and had the possibility 

of being renewed. (Prada 1966, pg.309). This was the first limited liability corporation, that is, the 

first company in which shareholders would only lose their initial investment in case of bankruptcy 

(Keay, 1991; pg. 99). 

In the 1st IR, the State continued its protective role, enforcing the rule of law and supporting 

research in areas of national interest and of little economic incentive, for example, the solution to 

the measurement of longitude at sea (Mokyr, 2009, pg.8). 

The 19th century witnessed the growing of industrialization and the societal expansion due to the 

construction of infrastructures, such as the railways. these projects required large amounts of 

capital, as well as a high level of technical expertise, commitment and organization. New forms 

of finance emerged, like corporate bonds. These were issued with the support of a bank, that 

would take care of legal documentation and commercial sales.  For their part companies became 

hierarchical systems directed by professional managers. Bureaucracy emerged as a tool to 

organize their complex activities, and corporate culture became an important artefact of cohesion. 

Large companies usually had limited liability (Ireland, 2008), whereas small business had 

unlimited liability (Ireland, 2008). This was generally perceived as a strong personal commitment 

to the business (Ireland, 2008). 
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From FIR application to the IRs one important outcome is that no phenomenon should be 

analyzed from a single perspective, but always considering technology, energy and institutions. 

FIR was also applied to a specific problem in smaller scale than the industrial revolutions, the 

stagnation of growth and provided insights and recommended solutions. This increased FIR utility 

contribution to complex problems that involve technology, energy and institutions. 
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7. CONCLUSIONS 

Besides its widespread utility, FIR presents more merits, such as being originated by the thorough 

study of seven millennia of historical, technological, economic and energy facts. This has provided 

FIR with some ingenuity as well as with its structure and extensiveness. 

FIR emerged from the search for a systematic approach that has arisen from the necessity of new 

tools to address the 4th IR., which being a disruptive change in the civilizational paradigm needed 

to be addressed in a completely different way, namely in a multidisciplinary, simultaneously 

specialized and global approach. 

FIR is a coherent and useful tool in analyzing societal transformations. By means of 

encompassing the three key factors: technology, energy and institutions, FIR has contributed to 

the understanding of the past revolutions, as well as it has proven useful in complex and 

transformational phenomena, such as the stagnation of economic growth in western economies 

after the 1970s. 

FIR is coherent with pre-existing theories, namely Kander (2013), Gordon (2016) and North 

(1990) but is more comprehensive, it differentiates itself by integrating energy (Kander, 2013), 

technology (Gordon, 2016) and institutions (North, 1990). 

FIR has identified the introduction of energy sources, and its qualities, such as energy density, 

second law efficiency as important factors to explain the first two IRs. On the other hand, in the 

3rd IR there is no introduction of a new energy source, or any process that changes substantially 

energy efficiency. Also, apparently, in the 3rd IR the technology introduced had not such a visible 

effect, but this can be partially explained by failures in some of the innovation mechanisms, such 

firms’ investment in research. Some inadequacies in GDP’s methodology might also have 

contributed to this situation. 

FIR application to the 4th IR allowed the ex-ante identification of potential GDP and of potential 

Development blocks: The Intelligent & Materials development block (Figure 6) and the Advanced 

Human development block (Figure 7). 

The 4th IR presents a larger number of potential GPT than the previous IRs. This opens the door 

to the existence of more development blocks beyond the two proposed ones. The existence of a 

larger number of potential GPT might also explain forecasted dramatic impact of the 4th IR. 

When applied to the 4th IR, FIR identified the urgent need to massively upgrade workers skills, 

and the important role that Firms, the State and the educational system, in particular Universities 

must collectively play on it. 

From the application of FIR to the stagnation of economic growth since the 1970s it can be 

concluded that a key factor was an institutional one: the financialization of economy and the failure 

of society in addressing it. 
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From a systematic approach FIR contributes to the clarification of roles and duties, namely for 

Firms, the State and the workers. Firms should recover the role they had until 1970, providing 

traction to economy by being wealth redistributors: through the investment in innovation that 

allowed technology development, the investment in workers welfare improvement through social 

benefits, education and rising wages (real). The State should be empowered and held responsible 

for its roles: societal organization, investment, risk management and market regulation. The 

workers have the responsibility to contribute to productivity, either by their commitment and 

performance either by achieving new and useful skills. 

FIR provides a systematization for an early identification of potential GPT and the consequent 

backing of the related Development blocks. These should be supported by the State and the 

Firms, in line with the economic, social, technological and environmental strategic policies 

established. 

.  
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ANNEX 1 - PIR TO 3RD IR SHADOW TABLES REFERENCES AND 

CALCULATIONS 

 

Table 36 - Shadow Reference # Table 6 - PIR to 3rd IR - Energy Input – Sources and Characterization 

  Sources of 
Energy* 

Energy Carriers Energy Density33 [ MJ/kg] 
Exergy to Energy 

Ratios 

 Sun - - - 
(Bejan, 2006, 

pg.453) 

PIR Food (Kander, 2013, 
pg.7) 

(Kander, 2013, 
pg.7) 

Meats (Smil, 2017, pg.12) 
(Serrenho, 2013, 

pg.21) 

 Fodder (Kander, 2013, 
pg.7) 

(Kander, 2013, 
pg.7) 

Grass (Smil, 2017, pg.12) 
(Serrenho, 2013, 

pg.21) 

 Wood (Kander, 2013, 
pg.7) 

 (Kander, 2013, 
pg.7) 

Dry wood (Smil, 2017, pg.12) 
(Ertesvåg et al, 
2000, pg.959) 

 Water (Smil, 2017, 
pg.153) 

- - 
(Ertesvåg et al, 
2000, pg.959) 

 Wind (Kander, 2013, 
pg.69) 

- - 
(Serrenho, 2013, 

pg.21) 

 Peat (Kander, 2013, 
pg.7) 

(Kander, 2013, 
pg.7) 

Peat (Smil, 2017, pg.227) 
(Serrenho, 2013, 

pg.21) 

1st 
IR 

Coal (Cullen, 2017, 
pg. 3) 

(Allen, 2017, pg. 
2) 

Bituminous coals (Smil, 2017, 
pg.227) 

(Felicio et al, 2019) 

2nd 
IR 

Oil (Kander, 2013, 
pg.15) 

(Kander, 2013, 
pg.20) 

Crude Oil (Smil, 2017, pg.227) (Felicio et al, 2019) 

Natural 
Gas 

 (Kander, 2013, 
pg.20) 

(Smil, 2017, pg.227) – in MJ/m3 

Converted at PTN with density 
0,8019 kg/m3 (Galp, 2019) 

(Felicio et al, 2019) 

Nuclear (Kander, 2013, 
pg.268) 

(Kander, 2013, 
pg.268) 

(Nuclear power, 2019)) (Gong et al, 2016, 
pg.2) 

Electricity - (Kander, 2013, 
pg.20) 

- (Ertesvåg et al, 
2000, pg.959) 

3rd 
IR 

- - - - - 

*- Introduced 

 

  

                                                      

33 All units in [MJ/kg] except for Natural Gas. 
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Table 37 - Shadow Reference # Table 7 - PIR to 3rd IR - Energy Prime Movers 

  Prime movers Power 

PIR 

Humans Muscle work Conversion to hp (Smil, 2017, pg.144) 

Draft Animals Conversion to hp Oxen (Smil, 2017, pg.67) 

Water mills (Kander, 2013, pg.75) Conversion to kW 

Windmills 

# Sails 

(Kander, 2013, pg.69) 

# (Kander, 2013, pg.75) 

Conversion to kW 

1st IR 

Steam engine 

Newcomen 

# Cornish 

Newcomen 70 inch (Kanefsky, 1979, 
pg.150) 

Cornish 90 inch (Kanefsky, 1979, 
pg.150) 

Conversion to kW 

2nd IR 

Steam turbines Conversion to hp (Encyclopedia Britannica, 2018) 

Electrical Motor   

Internal combustion engine  

Gasoline 

# Diesel 

## Stationary (electricity 

generation) 

Conversion to hp 

 

1988 Data (Heywood, 1988, pg.8) 

Gasoline–Light commercial 

# Diesel–Large passenger cars 

## Diesel – Stationary  

Gas turbines Conversion to hp (Boyce, 2012) 

Simple cycle gas Turbines 

Nuclear Reactor Conversion to hp Yankee Rowe plant USA (World Nuclear 
Association, 2018) 

3rd IR 

Steam turbines Conversion to hp (GE, 2018) STF-D1050 

Electrical Motor Conversion to hp  

Internal combustion engine  

Gasoline 

# Diesel 

## Stationary (electricity 
generation) 

(BMW, 2018) 

Gasoline: BMW 330i 

Diesel: BMW 335d  

(Cummins, 2018) C10D6 - 
C3750D5e 

Conversion to kW 

Gas turbines Conversion to hp (Siemens, 2018) 

Nuclear Reactor Conversion to hp (GE Power, 2018) 
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Table 38 - Shadow Reference # Table 9 - PIR to 3rd IR - Energy Efficiencies – First-Law and Second-
Law 

  First-law efficiency Second-law efficiency Quality Factor 

PIR 

Draft Animals # 
Fodder to 

mechanical energy 

(Kander, 2013, 
pg.77, pg.181) 

Only mechanical work 
(inefficiencies are embodied 

in FLE) 

1* 

(Serrenho, 2013, pg.21) 

Working Humans # 
Food to mechanical 

energy 

(Kander, 2013, 
pg.77) 

Only mechanical work 
(inefficiencies are embodied 

in FLE) 

1* 

(Serrenho, 2013, pg.21) 

Wood combustion to 
heat (Serrenho, 2013) Calculated 01 

0.20 

(Cullen, 2010, pg.2063) 

Watermills to 
produce mechanical 

energy 

(Kander, 2013, 
pg.77) 

Only mechanical work 
(inefficiencies are embodied 

in FLE) 

1 

(Cullen, 2010, pg.2063) 

Windmills to produce 
mechanical energy 

(Kander, 2013, 
pg.77) 

Only mechanical work 
(inefficiencies are embodied 

in FLE) 

1 

(Cullen, 2010, pg.2063) 

Sailing (Tall Ships) 
(Kander, 2013, 

pg.69) 

Only mechanical work 
(inefficiencies are embodied 

in FLE) 

1* 

(Serrenho, 2013, pg.21) 

1st IR 
Steam machine to 
mechanical energy 

(Newcomen) 
Calculated 05 

(Serrenho, 2013)] 

Values for the 1856s 

(Cullen, 2010, pg.2063) 

2nd IR 

Electrical motor to 
mechanical energy 

(Serrenho, 2013, 
pg.31) 

Values for the 1960s 
Calculated 02 

0.93 

(Cullen, 2010, pg.2063) 

Gasoline Motor to 
mechanical energy Calculated 03 

(Serrenho, 2013, pg.31) 

Values for the 1960s 

0.99 

(Cullen, 2010, pg.2063) 

Diesel motor to 
mechanical energy Calculated 04 

(Serrenho, 2013, pg.31)] 

Values for the 1960s 

0.95 

(Cullen, 2010, pg.2063) 

Gas Turbines to 
mechanical/electrical 

energy 

(Cullen, 2010, 
pg.2062) 

(Cullen, 2010, pg.2062) 
0.96 

(Cullen, 2010, pg.2062) 

Nuclear fission to 
electrical energy 

(Cullen, 2010, 
pg.2062) 

(Cullen, 2010, pg.2062) 
1 

(Cullen, 2010, pg.2062) 

3rd IR     

   * Only mechanical work, it is considered that all inefficiencies are embodied in FLE 
 

Quality Factor (QF) includes two sources of energy quality loss: one is related with the fact that 

chemical exergy in a fuel is marginally higher than the lower enthalpy of combustion (Cullen, 2010 

pg. 2062), the other being the necessity to convert the heat (resulting from the conversion of 

energy) into a mechanical work equivalent, this is achieved using the thermal efficiency of a 

Carnot engine. (Cullen, 2010 pg. 2062), that is: E𝐱ergy = E𝐧ergy × 𝑄𝐹  

QF is characteristic of the process and depends on the fuel and on the output heat temperature. 

In some of the “conversion machines”, QF is, by convention, considered unitary since all 

inefficiencies were included in the First Law (Serrenho, 2013). This is the case for animal power 

(human and draft) and sailing devices. 
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Calculated 01 - SLE – Wood 

𝛆 = 𝛈 × 𝑸𝑭 (Equation 1) 

ε = 5 × 0.2 

ε = 0.1 

Calculated 02 – SLE – Electrical motor for the 1960s 

ε = 𝛈 × 𝑄𝐹 (Equation 2) 

ε  = 75 × 0.93 

ε  = 69.75 

Calculated 03 – FLE – Gasoline Motor for the 1960s 

ε = 𝛈 × 𝑄𝐹 (Equation 3) 

10 = ε  × 0.99 

ε  = 10.1 

Calculated 04 - FLE – Gasoline Motor for the 1960 

ε = 𝛈 × 𝑄𝐹 (Equation 4) 

12 = ε  × 0.95 

ε   = 12.6 

Calculated 05 - FLE – Newcomen steam machine for 1856 winter temperature of 10.8ºC 

(Serrenho, 2013) [988] 

𝑆𝐿𝐸 = 𝐹𝐿𝐸 × 𝑄𝐹 (Equation 5) 

𝐹𝐿𝐸 =  
𝑆𝐿𝐸

𝑄𝐹
  

𝐸𝐹  =  
3

0.53
= 5.66  
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Table 39 - Shadow Reference # Table 3 - PIR to 3rd IR - General Purpose Technologies (Part 1)and 
Table 4 - PIR to 3rd IR - General Purpose Technologies (Part 2) 

 General Purpose technologies Development blocks 

PIR 

Domestication of plants (9000-8000 BC) (Lipsey, 2005, 
pg.132) 

Domestication of animals (8500-7500 BC) (Lipsey, 2005, 
pg.132) 

Smelting of ore (8000-7000 BC) (Lipsey, 2005, pg.132) 

Wheel (4000-3000 BC) (Lipsey, 2005, pg.132) 

Writing (3400-3200 BC) (Lipsey, 2005, pg.132) 

Bronze-2800 BC (Lipsey, 2005, pg.132) 

Iron-1200 BC (Lipsey, 2005, pg.132) 

Waterwheel (Early medieval period) (Lipsey, 2005, pg.132) 

Three-masted sailing ship (15th century) (Lipsey, 2005, 
pg.132) 

Printing (16th century) (Lipsey, 2005, pg.132) 

Iron development block (author proposal) 

Wheel development block (author 
proposal) 

Writing development block (author 
proposal) 

Cities development block (author proposal) 

Universities development block (author 
proposal) 

1st IR 

Steam engine (Late 18th to early 19th century) (Lipsey, 2005, 
pg.132) 

Factory system (Late 18th to early 19th century) (Lipsey, 2005, 
pg.132) 

Railway (Mid-19th century) (Lipsey, 2005, pg.132) 

Iron steamship (Mid-19th century) (Lipsey, 2005, pg.132) 

Railway development block (Kander, 
2013, pg.232) 

Steam engine development block (Kander, 
2013, pg.221) 

Iron development block (Kander, 2013, 
pg.232) 

2nd IR 

Internal combustion engine (Mid-19th century) (Lipsey, 2005, 
pg.132) 

Electricity (Late 19th century) (Lipsey, 2005, pg.132) 

Motor vehicle (20th century) (Lipsey, 2005, pg.132) 

Airplane (20th century) (Lipsey, 2005, pg.132) 

Mass production, continuous process, factory (20th century) 
(Lipsey, 2005, pg.132) 

Electrical Dynamo (David, 2003, pg.135) 

Oil development block (Kander, 2013, 
pg.15) 

Electricity development block (Kander, 
2013, pg.15) 

Chemical industries development block 
(Lipsey, 2005, pg.254) 

Railway development block (Kander, 2013, 
pg.232) 

3rd IR 

Semiconductor technology (Bresnahan, 1992, pg.7) 

Microprocessor (Mokyr, 2009, pg.125) 

Computer (Lipsey, 2005, pg.132) 

Internet (Lipsey, 2005, pg.132) 

Biotechnology (Lipsey, 2005, pg.113) 

ICT development block (Kander, 2013, 
pg.11) 

Bio Tech Development Block (Schön, 
2007, pg.15) 
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ANNEX 2 - PIR TO 3RD IR GPT 

 

 

 



 

 

Table 40 - PIR GPTs 

PIR Era 
Generality of 

purpose 
Not clear 

substitutes 
Pervasiveness Improvement Applicability Complementarities 

Complexity 
evolution 

Potential use products / 
processes 

Innovation 
facilitators 

Domestication of plants 

(9000-8000 BC) 
         

Domestication of animals 

(8500-7500 BC) 
         

Smelting of ore 

(8000-7000 BC) 
         

Wheel 

(4000-3000 BC) 
         

Writing 

(3400-3200 BC) 
       ?  

Bronze 

(2800 BC) 
         

Iron 

(1200 BC) 
         

Waterwheel 

(Early medieval period) 
    ? ?    

Three-masted sailing ship 

(15th century) 
? ?   ?   ?  

Printing 

(16th century) 
         

 

Table 41 - 1st IR GPTs 

1st IR 
Generality of 

purpose 
Not clear 

substitutes 
Pervasiveness Improvement Applicability Complementarities 

Complexity 
evolution 

Potential use products / 
processes 

Innovation 
facilitators 

Steam engine 

(Late 18th to early 19th century) 
         

Factory system 

(Late 18th to early 19th century) 
         

Railway 

(Mid-19th century) 
       ?  

Steamship 

(Mid-19th century) 
       ?  

 

 



 

 

Table 42 - 2nd IR GPTs 

2nd IR 
Generality of 

purpose 
Not clear 

substitutes 
Pervasiveness Improvement Applicability Complementarities 

Complexity 
evolution 

Potential use products / 
processes 

Innovation 
facilitators 

Internal combustion engine 

(Mid-19th century) 
         

Electricity control 

(Late 19th century) 
         

Motor vehicle 

(20th century) 
?       ?  

Airplane 

(20th century) 
?       ?  

Mass production, continuous 
process, factory 

(20th century) 
         

Electrical Dynamo 

(19th century) 
         

 

Table 43 - 3rd IR GPTs 

 Generality of 
purpose 

Not clear 
substitutes 

Pervasiveness Improvement Applicability Complementarities 
Complexity 
evolution 

Potential use products / 
processes 

Innovation 
facilitators 

Semiconductor technology  
         

Microprocessor  
         

Computer 
         

Internet  
         

Biotechnology 
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ANNEX 3 - 4TH IR TECHNOLOGIES 

Manufacturing processes include new processes, robotics and bionics. 
New processes include innovative fabrication such as 3-D Printing and Laser technology. 3-D 
printing is an additive manufacturing process which creates a physical object from a digital design, 
by laying down thin layers of material (in the form of liquid or powdered plastic, metal or cement) 
which is fused together. (Investopedia, 2019). “[LASER] A device that emits a highly coherent 
beam of light … (light amplification by stimulated emission of radiation) … Lasers convert 
electrical energy into radiant energy in the visible or infrared parts of the spectrum, emitting light 
with a small spectral bandwidth...” (Gartner, 2019). Examples: LIDAR, thin film solar cells. 
Robotics Includes drones and remote machine operation. Robotics is a field at the intersection 
of mechanical engineering, electrical engineering, and computer science that “deals with the 
design, construction, operation, and use of robots, as well as computer systems for their control, 
sensory feedback, and information processing.” (NASEM, 2017; pg. 39). Examples: MIT’s 
Distributed Robotics Laboratory M-Blocks, Micro servo robots, Humanoids (Atlas, Asimo, iCub, 
Poppy, Romeo, etc.). 
Bionics/Biomimetics is engineering based on the application of biological methods and systems 
(Wikipedia, 2019) Here are considered all the non-human systems. Examples: Velcro, Green 
cities, Natural architecture, Green building technologies.  
 
Materials include smart materials and materials by design. 
Smart materials have properties that can change due to external environmental changes. (Leo, 
2007). An example of a smart material is the result of 4D is a process that would create a new 
generation of self-altering products capable of responding to environmental changes such as heat 
and humidity (Schwab, 2016 pg. 16). Examples: Smart clothes. 
Materials by design at atomic and molecular level are materials produced to achieve certain 
properties (Olson, 2000). They can be design using AI thus shortening the prototyping phase 
reducing time and costs (questek.com). Examples: Navair, DoD SERDP, questek.com. 
 
Smart Systems – include cars/home/city/transport/machines, Internet of everything and sensors. 
Smart cars - Connected and automated vehicles. 
Smart home – “A connected home is networked to enable the interconnection and interoperability 
of multiple devices, services and apps, ranging from communications and entertainment to 
healthcare, security and home automation.” (Gartner, 2019). 
Smart transport is based on demand sharing, electrification and autonomy by using adequate 
infrastructure and data (McKinsey, 2019). 
Smart machines adapt their behavior based on experience (learning), aren’t totally dependent 
on instructions from people and are able to reach unanticipated results (Gartner, 2019). 
Internet of Everything (includes Nano internet) connects people, data, things, processes (Cisco, 
2012). “The Internet of Things (IoT) is a system of interrelated computing devices, mechanical 
and digital machines, objects, animals or people that are provided with unique identifiers and the 
ability to transfer data over a network without requiring human-to-human or human-to computer 
interaction.” (Mohan, 2018). 
Sensors include networks, Nano sensors and location technologies. “Sensor networking consists 
of distributed sensors with intelligence. A wireless sensor network is a group of specialized 
transducers with a communications infrastructure for monitoring and recording conditions at 
diverse locations” (Techtarget, 2017). Examples: potable water monitoring, forest fire detection, 
sea pollution levels measurement, explosive and hazardous atmosphere detection, supply chain 
control, m2m – machine to machine diagnosis and control, fleet management, patient/elderly 
people surveillance, structural health – identify mechanical fatigue and propensity/probability of 
fracture/collapse, city lighting and disaster early signaling. 
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AI includes Ai processing, AI/Human communication, VR and AVR. 
AI processing - Includes: machine learning, AI Models, big data and data analytics. “Artificial 
intelligence, or AI, refers to principles and applications of computer algorithms that attempt to 
mimic various aspects of human intelligence…” (NASEM, 2017; pg.35). “Artificial intelligence (AI) 
applies advanced analysis and logic-based techniques, including machine learning, to interpret 
events, support and automate decisions, and take actions.” (Gartner, 2019). Artificial intelligence 
was made possible by the concurrence of three factors: Parallel computation, - Big data; - Better 
algorithms (Schwab 2018 132). Examples: Face recognition, credit scoring and translation. 
AI / Human communication - Includes chatbots (machine/human conversational systems) and 
virtual/augmented reality. 
Virtual reality is an artificial environment that is created with software and presented to the user 
in such a way that the user suspends belief and accepts it as a real environment. On a computer, 
virtual reality is primarily experienced through two of the five senses: sight and sound. 
(http://whatis.techtarget.com/definition/virtual-reality). Examples: Hypersuit, Oculus rift, Google 
glasses. 
Virtual and augmented reality - Augmented reality is the integration of digital information with 
the user's environment in real time. Unlike virtual reality, which creates a totally artificial 
environment, augmented reality uses the existing environment and overlays new information on 
top of it. (http://whatis.techtarget.com/definition/augmented-reality-AR). Examples spectacles – 
glasses that generate, record video, image, sound. 
 
Cloud Computing includes ubiquitous computing and Digital Platforms. 
Cloud Computing - Ubiquitous computing - Includes distributed intelligent, parallel processing, 
systems and cloud computing. “Distributed computing - A form of computing in which data and 
applications are distributed among disparate computers or systems, but are connected and 
integrated by means of network services and interoperability standards such that they function as 
a single environment.” (Gartner, 2019). Applications: Numeric weather prediction, Oceanography 
and astrophysics and seismic exploration. 
Digital Platforms Include cross-platform integration and trade/manufacturing. “A platform is a 
product that serves or enables other products or services. Platforms (in the context of digital 
business) exist at many levels. They range from high-level platforms that enable a platform 
business model to low-level platforms that provide a collection of business and/or technology 
capabilities that other products or services consume to deliver their own business capabilities.” 
(Gartner, 2019). Examples: Uber, Amazon. 
 
Blockchain - “A blockchain is an expanding list of cryptographically signed, irrevocable 
transactional records shared by all participants in a network. Each record contains a time stamp 
and reference links to previous transactions.” (Gartner, 2019). Examples: smart contracts. 
 
Quantum Technology - “A quantum computer uses atomic quantum states to effect 
computation. Data is held in qubits (quantum bits), which have the ability to hold all possible states 
simultaneously. This property, known as “superposition,” gives quantum computers the ability to 
operate exponentially faster than conventional computers as word length is increased.” (Gartner, 
2019). Today quantum computers are still at the early beginning, their principal current application 
is simulation and machine learning. 
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Biological factories include systems metabolic engineering, advanced genetic therapy, cellular 
mapping, edited biology and organs on chips. 
Systems metabolic engineering “…integrates tools and strategies of systems biology, synthetic 
biology, and evolutionary engineering with traditional metabolic engineering… [is] …used to 
facilitate development of high-performance [artificial] strains.” (Kyeong, 2019). “Bioprinting is an 
emerging field in the areas of tissue engineering and regenerative medicine. It is defined as the 
printing of structures consisting of living cells, biomaterials and active biomolecules.” (Rider, et al 
2019). Examples: Fabrication of biomaterials like bioplastics, microbial cell factories, 3D printing 
of tissues and organs. 
Advanced genetic therapy (Includes CRISP/Cas9). “Gene therapy… [is]the genetic modification 
of cells to produce a therapeutic effect. [These] modifications can be carried out in cultured cells 
that are subsequently administered to the patient…or involve in vivo modifications of cells” (Kaji, 
2001). Examples: producing human organs in livestock (Salk Institute in La Jolla, California). 
Cellular mapping “The principles of “cell mapping” are to figure out which proteins work together 
in complexes [proteins in teams]. Mapping can be done in different disease states or in the 
presence of different chemical drugs. To accomplish these goals, researchers augment these cell 
maps with genetic maps to derive quantitative insights into how biological functions of cells can 
be restored.” (CCMI, 2018). 
Edited biology “The ability to edit biology can be applied to practically any cell type, enabling the 
creation of genetically modified plants or animals, as well as modifying the cells of adult organisms 
including humans. This differs from genetic engineering…in that is much more precise, efficient 
and easier to use than previous methods.” (Schwab, 2016 pg. 22). 
Organs on chips “…are typically glass slides coated with human cells that have been configured 
to mimic a particular tissue or interface between tissues.” (Moyer, 2011) 
 
Expanded humans include bioborgs and cyborgs. 
Bioborgs Human modification/expansion through biology Biologically altered humans. Example: 
use of bioprinted organs. 
Cyborgs are human modified/expanded through physical/AI, includes Cobots (collaborative 
robots). Humans expanded by means of physical add ins and Artificial Intelligence). Examples 
prosthetic legs and arms. 
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ANNEX 4 - 4TH IR GPT 
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Table 44 - 4th IR GPTs 

 
 Generality of 

purpose 
Not clear 

substitutes 
Pervasiveness Improvement Applicability Complementarities 

Complexity 
evolution 

Potential use 
products / 
processes 

Innovation 
facilitators 

Manufacturing 
Processes 

New processes          

Robotics          

Bionics          

Materials 

Smart materials           

Materials by 
design 

         

Smart Systems Smart Systems          

Sensors Sensors          

AI 

AI processing          

AI / Human 
communication 

         

Cloud Computing 

Ubiquitous 
computing 

         

Digital Platforms          

Blockchain 
Blockchain 

         

Quantum 
Technology 

Quantum 
Technology 

         

Biological 
factories 

Systems 
metabolic 
engineering 

         

Advanced genetic 
therapy 

         

+ Cellular 
mapping + Edited 
biology 

         

Organs on chips          

Expanded 
Humans 

Bioborgs           

Cyborgs          
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ANNEX 5 – 4TH IR EXTERNALITIES 
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Table 45 - 4th IR Externalities 

 Technology Network effect Lock-in effect Complementarity 
Transact 

costs 
Information 
Asymmetry 

R&D spillovers 
Nat resources 

depletion 
Pollution 

management 
Resilience 

(Phys/digital) 
Human life Biophysical 

M
a

n
u

fa
c

tu
ri

n
g

 

New processes (+) (+) (+)  
 

(+) (+)  (+)   

Robotics (+) (+/-) (+)  
 

(+)    (+)  

Bionics (+) (+/-) (+)   (+) (+)  (+)   

M
a

te
ri

a
ls

 

Smart materials (+) (+) (+) (+/-) 
 

(+) (+)     

Materials by 
design 

(+) (+/-) (+) (+/-) 
 

(+) (+)     

S
m

a
rt

 
S

y
s

te
m

s
 Smart Systems 

Internet of 
Everything 

(+) (+/-) (+)  
 

(+) (+) (+)  (+)  

Sensors (+) (+/-) (+) (+/-) 
 

(+) (+) (+)  (+)  

A
I 

AI processing. (+) (+/-) (+)  
 

(+)      

AI/Human 
communication 

(+) (+/-) (+) (+/-) 
 

(+) (+)     

B
ig

 d
a

ta
 p

ro
c

e
s

s
in

g
 Cloud & 

Ubiquitous 
computing 

(+) (+/-) (+) (+/-) 
 

(+)   (+)   

Digital Platforms (+) (+/-) (+)  
 

(+)   (+)   

Blockchain (+) (+/-) (+) (+/-)  (+) (+)  (+)   

Quantum 
Technology 

(+) (+/-) (+) (+/-) 
 

(+)   (+)   

B
io

lo
g

ic
a

l 
fa

c
t 

Systems 
metabolic 
engineering 

(+)  (+)  
 

(+) (+) (+)  (+/-) (+/-) 

Advanced 
genetic therapy 

(+)  (+)  
 

(+) (+)   (+/-) (+/-) 

Cellular 
mapping + 
Edited biology 

(+)  (+)  
 

(+) (+)   (+/-) (+/-) 

Organs on chips (+)  (+)  
 

(+) (+)  (+) (+/-) (+/-) 

E
x

p
a

n
d

 
H

u
m

a
n

s
 

Bioborgs   (+)  
 

(+)    (+/-)  

Cyborgs/cobots   (+)  
 

(+)   (+) (+/-)  

(+) Positive Externalities 
(-) Negative Externalities 
(+/-) Externalities that can be positive and/or negative 
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